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ABSTRACT
Bubble characteristics in terms of density, size, frequency and motion are key factors that
contribute to the superiority of nucleate pool boiling over the other modes of heat transfer.
Nevertheless, if heat transfer occurs in an environment which is prone to fouling, the very
same parameters may lead to accelerated deposit formation due to concentration effects
beneath the growing bubbles. This has led heat exchanger designers frequently to maintain the
surface temperature below the boiling point if fouling occurs, e.g. in thermal seawater
desalination plants.
The present study investigates the crystallization fouling of various structured surfaces
during nucleate pool boiling of CaSO4 solutions to shed light into their fouling behaviour
compared with that of plain surfaces for the same operating conditions. As for the
experimental part, a comprehensive set of clean and fouling experiments was performed
rigorously. The structured tubes included low finned tubes of different fin densities, heights
and materials and re-entrant cavity Turbo-B tube types.
The fouling experiments were carried out at atmospheric pressure for different heat fluxes
ranging from 100 to 300 kW/m2 and CaSO4 concentrations of 1.2 and 1.6 g/L. For the sake of
comparison, similar runs were performed on plain stainless steel and copper tubes.
Overall for the finned tubes, the experimental results showed a significant reduction of
fouling resistances of up to 95% compared to those of the stainless steel and copper plain
tubes. In addition, the scale formation that occurred on finned tubes was primarily a scattered
and thin crystalline layer which differs significantly from those of plain tubes which suffered
from a thick and homogenous layer of deposit with strong adhesion. Higher fin densities and
lower fin heights always led to better antifouling performance for all investigated finned
tubes. It was also shown that the surface material strongly affects the scale formation of
finned tubes i.e. the Cu-Ni finned tubes showed a significant reduction in fouling resistance of
up to 75% compared with the Cu finned tubes at high heat fluxes.
The best antifouling behaviour was obtained for the re-entrant cavity Turbo-B tube type. It
showed a reduction of 83% and 27% in fouling resistance compared with the 19 fpi finned
tube and the 40 fpi finned tubes, respectively. As for deposit structure, it was only a frail and
thin layer which occurred solely on the outside surface of the Turbo-B tube and there was no
deposition inside the cavities.
In the theoretical study, two phenomenological models have been developed for clean heat
transfer and fouling due to CaSO4 deposition on structured tubes. The fouling model can
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predict the supersaturation in the microlayer beneath the bubbles as a function of structure
geometry. The fouling resistances predicted from the model were compared with the
experimental data, and good quantitative and qualitative agreement was achieved.
Finally, a numerical model was developed to simulate the effect of fouling deposits on the
thermal performance of finned tubes during pool boiling in terms of fin temperature profile
and thermal efficiency. The model underlines important features of fins such as their
unexpectedly increased efficiency when fouling occurs. As numerically explained, this is
related to the improved temperature uniformity in the fin in the event of fouling.
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KURZFASSUNG
Die charakteristischen Kenngrößen der Blasenbildung in Bezug auf Dichte, Größe,
Häufigkeit und Bewegung sind Schlüsselfaktoren, die zur Überlegenheit des Blasensiedens
bei der Wärmeübertragung beitragen. Andererseits können dieselben Parameter aufgrund der
Konzentrationseffekte unterhalb der größer werdenden Blasen zur Beschleunigung der
Ablagerungsbildung führen, wenn Wärmeübertragung in einer Umgebung auftritt die für
Fouling anfällig ist. Für Prozesse in denen Fouling auftritt, wie z.B. bei der
Meerwasserentsalzung, wird daher bei der Auslegung von Wärmeübertragern die
Oberflächentemperatur unter dem Siedepunkt gehalten.
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht das Kristallisationsfouling an unterschiedlich
strukturierten Oberflächen beim Blasensieden von CaSO4-Lösungen. Über einen Vergleich
mit glatten Oberflächen unter denselben Betriebsbedingungen werden die FoulingEigenschaften dieser strukturierten Oberflächen quantifiziert und analysiert. Für den
experimentellen Teil der Arbeit wurde eine umfassende Reihe von Versuchen mit
destilliertem und CaSO4-haltigem Wasser durchgeführt. Die strukturierten Rohre sind
niederberippt, mit unterschiedlicher Dichte, Höhe und Materialien der Rippen. Zudem wurden
Turbo-B Rohrtypen mit hinterschnittenen Strukturen untersucht.
Die Fouling-Experimente wurden unter Atmosphärendruck mit Wärmeströmen im
Bereich von 100 kW/m² bis 300 kW/m² und mit CaSO4- Konzentrationen von 1,2 g/l bis 1,6
g/l durchgeführt.
Überraschenderweise zeigten die experimentellen Ergebnisse für die Rippenrohre, im
Vergleich zu den glatten Edelstahl- und Kupferrohren, eine deutliche Reduzierung des
Verschmutzungswiderstandes von bis zu 95%. Visuelle Beobachtungen zeigten, dass sich die
Ablagerungsbildung an Rippenrohren deutlich von der an glatten Rohren unterscheidet. An
glatten Rohren bildete sich eine dicke und homogene Ablagerungsschicht mit starker
Anhaftung. Im Gegensatz dazu findet man an den Rippenrohren lediglich eine dünne
kristalline Schicht. Diese Ergebnisse sind für die Auslegung und für den Betrieb von
Dampferzeugern und Konzentratoren von enormer Bedeutung.
Bei den untersuchten Rippenrohren führten höhere Rippendichten und geringere
Rippenhöhen immer zu besseren Antifouling-Eigenschaften. Es wurde auch gezeigt, dass das
Oberflächenmaterial bei hohen Wärmeströmen die Ablagerungsbildung an Rippenrohren
beeinflusst. Als Beispiel seien hier die Cu-Ni-Rippenrohre zu nennen. Diese zeigten, im
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Vergleich mit den untersuchten Kupfer-Rippenrohren, eine bis zu 75 %-ige Reduktion des
Verschmutzungswiderstandes.
Das beste Antifouling-Ergebnis konnte mit einem Turbo-B Rohr mit hinterschnittener
Struktur erzielt werden. Im Vergleich zu Rippenrohren ergab sich hierfür eine Reduktion des
Verschmutzungswiderstands von 83 % (19 Rippen pro Inch) und 27 % (40 Rippen pro Inch).
An der äußeren Oberfläche des Turbo-B-Rohres lagerte sich nur eine schwache, dünne
Schicht ab. Innerhalb der hinterschnittenen Struktur war keine Ablagerung erkennbar.
Im theoretischen Teil dieser Arbeit wurden zwei phänomenologische Modelle entwickelt.
Ein Modell bildet den Wärmeübergang mit destilliertem Wasser ab und das andere den
Fouling-Prozess durch CaSO4-Ablagerung auf strukturierten Rohren. Das Fouling-Modell
gibt die Übersättigung in der Mikroschicht unterhalb der Blasen als Funktion der StrukturGeometrie wieder. Der mit Hilfe des Modells berechnete Verschmutzungswiderstand wurde
mit den experimentellen Werten verglichen. Es ergab sich eine qualitativ und quantitativ gute
Übereinstimmung.
Schließlich wurde ein numerisches Modell entwickelt, um die Fouling-Wirkung auf die
thermische Leistung der Rippenrohre zu simulieren. Dies geschieht in Abhängigkeit des
Rippentemperaturprofils und des thermischen Wirkungsgrads. Das Modell unterstreicht
wichtige Merkmale der Rippen, wie zum Beispiel ihre unerwartet erhöhte Effizienz beim
Auftreten von Ablagerungen. Es wird numerisch gezeigt, dass dies durch die verbesserte
Temperaturhomogenität der Rippen bewirkt wird.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Fouling of heat transfer surfaces
Fouling is a frequent industrial occurrence that generally leads to substantial reduction of

process efficiencies over the course of operating time. For heat transfer surfaces, it can be
defined as the accumulation of unwanted or thermally insulating materials that can affect the
performance of equipment due to:
1. the low thermal conductivity of deposits which causes heat transfer coefficients to
decrease considerably. In industrial practice, this leads to reduced heat recovery or
requires higher temperature of the heating medium.
2. the growth of deposit layer reduces the cross-section flow area and increases the
friction factor. This in turn causes pressure drop across the apparatus to increase which
may finally result in reduced overall throughput and hence loss of production, and
planned or unplanned shutdowns.
The additional thermal resistance in terms of the fouling resistance (Rf) can be calculated
according to:

R f (t ) 

1
1

 f (t )  0

(1.1)

where, subscripts “f” and “0 ” denote fouled and clean conditions respectively. As it appears
from this equation, the fouling resistance is a function of time.
Fouling can also be classified according to the physical/chemical properties of foulants
into crystallization (or precipitation), particulate, chemical reaction, corrosion, biological, and
freezing fouling (Epstein, 1981; Müller-Steinhagen, 2000). These categories are presented in
Figure 1.1. Furthermore, for some fouling processes such as precipitation and chemical
reaction, the mode of heat transfer i.e. convective or boiling can also result in different fouling
patterns. Accordingly a sub-categorization for such deposition processes is also shown in
Figure 1.1.
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Fouling of heat transfer surfaces

Fouling during
convective HT

Particulate fouling
Fouling during
flow boiling HT
Chemical reaction fouling

Corrosion fouling

Fouling during
pool boiling HT

Heat transfer mode

Physical/chemical properties of foulant

Precipitation fouling

Biological fouling

Freezing fouling

Fig. 1.1 Classification of fouling based on physical/chemical properties of foulants and heat
transfer mode

1.2

Fouling of heat exchangers during pool boiling in industry
Nucleate boiling heat transfer as one of the most efficient modes of heat transfer is

extensively utilized in industry for a wide range of applications. The superiority of nucleate
boiling over other convective heat transfer lies in the bubble behaviour that generates
additional turbulence leading to significantly higher heat transfer performance. Table 1
exemplifies several industrial applications where boiling is the dominant heat transfer mode
which are also prone to fouling. These include a wide range of various industrial processes,
but close examination of these processes reveals that precipitation fouling is the most
common operational drawback. For instance Behbahani et al. (2005) reported that in
phosphoric acid production plants, heat exchangers have to be shut-down for cleaning after
only 7 days of operation. Accordingly, the present study focuses on precipitation fouling
during pool boiling conditions.
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Table 1.1 Industrial boiling heat transfer applications which are subject to fouling
Reference

Industrial application

Type of heat exchanger

Fluid Medium / Type of fouling

Behbahani et al.,
(2005)
Brons and Wiehe,
(2000)
Chakravarthy et al.,
(2005)
Dooly and Glater,
(1972)
Fatemi, (2001)

Phosphoric acid
production
Catalytic reforming

HTRI test heater

Phosphoric acid solution

Reformer reboiler

Friedel-Crafts chemistry pathways

Air separation

Reboiler

Desalination

Distillation plant

Pulp mill

Entrained flow reactor

Gourdon et al.,
(2010)

Pulp mill

Vertical one tube
evaporator

Hou and Zhou,
(2005)
Institute of Paper
Chemistry, (1977)

Brewing

Batch heat exchanger

Liquid oxygen;
Deposition of N2O
Sea water, Crystallization fouling
(CaCO3, Mg(OH)2)
Black Liquor;
Crystallization fouling (Na2CO3,
Na2SO4)
Black liquor;
Crystallization fouling (Na2CO3,
Na2SO4)
Wort

Paper chemistry

Single tube evaporator

Isogai et al., (2005)

Alcohol plant of
Mitsubishi Chemical
Cooperation
Pharmaceutical industry
(Production of Chinese
Patent Medicine)
Pulp and paper mill

Alcor HLPS 400

Multiple-tube evaporator

Alcohol and water extract of
Gengnianan

Multiple effect evaporators

Polley and Pugh,
2007

Reboiler

Thermosiphon reboilers

Rosencrance et al.,
2001
Schwarz, (2001)

Concentration of
radioactive waste
Steam generator

2H evaporator
Pressurized water reactor

Scurlock, (1995)
Müller-Steinhagen,
(1988)
Solberg, (2004)

Cryogenic plant

Flat surface

Black liquor;
(CaCO3, silica, aluminium silicates)
or highly soluble (2Na2SO4-Na2CO3)
Chemical reaction fouling (e.g. in
heat exchangers used in pre-heat
trains processing in crude oil)
Radioactive waste;
Aluminosilicate deposition
Iron hydoxide and oxide;
Corrosion fouling
Liquid hydrogen, nitrogen, argon,
oxygen, R12

Sugar mill

Falling film evaporator

Terdtoon et al.,
(2000)
Tse et al., (2003)

Economizer

Thermosiphon economizer

Brewing

Single-tube boiler

Yu et al., (2005)

Juice in multi-effect
evaporators of sugar
factories

Calandria tubes

Liu et al., (2005)

Müller-Steinhagen
and Branch, (1997)

Black liquor;
Crystallization fouling (CaCO3,
Na2CO3, CaC2O4)
Gradually fouling and rapid
polymerization

Juice;
Precipitation fouling
Pitting corrosion and scale deposition
Wort; Chemical reaction and
crystallization fouling
Composite fouling process of
Calcium oxalate (CaOx) and
amorphous silica (SiO2)

Precipitation fouling is the formation of a solid layer on heat transfer surfaces from
solutions containing dissolved inorganic salts (also referred as scaling). For a given
temperature, every salt has a certain solubility and precipitation can occur if the salt
concentration exceeds this solubility limit. As a result, precipitation fouling is strongly
affected by the degree of supersaturation. Hasson (1981) and Bansal et al. (1997) listed four
process conditions which can lead to supersaturation:
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1. A solution of dissolved inverse solubility salt (solubility decreases with increasing
temperature) is boiled. The evaporation of liquid beyond the solubility limit causes
supersaturation of the salt, as in the case of boiling CaSO4 solution.
2. A solution containing dissolved salt of inverse solubility is heated above its solubility
temperature. As in the case of convective heating of CaSO4 solution.
3. A solution of normal solubility salt (e.g. NaCl) is cooled below its solubility
temperature.
4. Mixing of different foulants may also lead to a certain degree of supersaturation, as in
the case of CaSO4 scale formation in phosphoric acid evaporators.
The most common salts with inverse solubility that may cause fouling in heat exchangers
are calcium sulphate, calcium carbonate, and magnesium hydroxide. Maintaining a slightly
acidic pH can control the deposition of calcium carbonate and magnesium hydroxide.
Contrariwise, calcium sulphate is not significantly affected by pH (Jamialahmadi and MüllerSteinhagen, 2004).
Whilst fouling is already a chronic industrial problem during convective heat transfer, it is
even more severe under boiling heat transfer. This is due to evaporation and bubble formation
which increase the salt concentration in the boundary layer beneath the bubbles i.e. the
microlayer. If the evaporating liquid contains dissolved matter, then deposits start first to
growth beneath the bubbles due to local supersaturation caused by evaporation and steep
temperature gradients (Müller-Steinhagen and Jamialahmadi, 1990).
For salts with inverse solubility such as calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate, scale
formation during boiling on plain surfaces can be explained as follows:
1. Microlayer supersaturation with 3-4 fold concentration over that of the bulk fluid is
expected beneath bubbles due to local evaporation (Jamialahmadi et al., 1989;
Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 1993).
2. Scale build-up beneath bubbles on the heat transfer surface due to the supersaturation.
3. Bubble detachment, in which the vapour bubbles detaching from the surface leave
behind rings of scale deposit on the heat transfer surface.
As a result, scale formation during boiling is usually characterized by rapid growth of
deposit with an associated drop in heat transfer coefficient, which is more severe than for nonboiling conditions.
A wide range of fouling mitigation and cleaning techniques is commercially available to
mitigate and control scale formation. These include chemical, mechanical and surface
modification techniques (Müller-Steinhagen, 2000). The present study focuses only on
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fouling mitigation through geometrical surface modification. Figure 1.2 categorizes different
surface related techniques that can be utilized for this purpose. Müller-Steinhagen and coworkers (1997, 1999, and 2005) have extensively investigated the applicability of the first two
approaches listed in Figure 1.2. While they showed very promising laboratory results that
certainly merit further research efforts, they also reported poor reproducibility of results and
weak adhesion of coatings in repeated fouling experimental runs. Alternatively, the present
study scrutinises the two latter approaches of substrate material and structured surfaces.

Surface science related anti-fouling approaches

Change
Changeininsurface
surface
physical
Physicalproperties
properties

Ion
implantation

Magnetron
sputtering

Surface
Outer
surface
coating
coating

Polymeric

Non-polymeric

Substrate
Substrate
material

Metal

Alloys

Surface geometry
& texture

Non-metal

Fig. 1.2 Various surface modification techniques to mitigate fouling (Malayeri et al., 2009)

1.3

Application of structured surfaces for boiling heat transfer
To enhance heat transfer for nucleate pool boiling under clean conditions, numerous

techniques have been developed and patented in the past decades. Thome (1990), Bergles
(1997) and Webb (2005) have provided comprehensive reviews on the different approaches,
which can be categorized into two main groups of “active” and “passive” enhancements.
Active techniques require external power, such as electro-magnetic fields or surface vibration.
Contrariwise, passive techniques employ specific surface geometries to increase the number
of nucleation sites so that the heat transfer coefficient can be increased. This then enables the
enhanced surfaces to transfer the given amount of heat to a liquid with a reduced wall
superheat. For practical reasons, passive techniques are the most viable option to enhance heat
transfer during pool boiling (Ayub and Bergles, 1987, 1988; Bergles, 2002).
Structured surfaces are generally manufactured by reforming the base surface to make fins
of standard or special configurations. The structured surfaces can be classified into three
categories as 1) finned tubes, 2) modified finned tubes and 3) porous surfaces. Figure 1.3
presents typical shapes of such structured surfaces. The first successfully used type of
structured enhanced surfaces was the externally finned tube. Typical fin densities used for
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boiling vary from 11 to 40 fpi (fins per inch), with about 19 to 26 fpi (750 to 1026 fins per
meter) being perhaps the most frequently used (Thome, 1990). Two types of low finned tubes
are depicted in Figure 1.3a. A modification of fin design is shown in Figure 1.3b, where the
fins are deformed mechanically to create a large number of re-entrant channels. Tubes with
porous surfaces are produced by sintering or brazing small particles to the finned or plain tube
surfaces, as can be seen in Figure 1.3c.

(a)Finned tubes

19 fpi tube

26 fpi
fpi tube
tube
26

(b) Re-entrant cavities

(c) Porous surface

Fig. 1.3 Typical structured tubes
Structured surfaces have substantially improved clean heat transfer coefficients due to:
1. Higher number of nucleation sites provided by the structured surfaces which in turn
can increase the number of generated bubbles. As a result, a higher evaporation rate is
expected for the same wall superheat.
2. For constant heat flux, generation of more bubbles increases the degree of turbulence
and hence the heat transfer coefficient.
With regards to fouling, scale formation during boiling is strongly depending on the
surface temperature. Accordingly, the reduction in surface temperature provided by structured
surfaces is expected to retard scale formation for constant heat flux conditions.
In addition, the exerted shear stress by more frequently generated bubbles on the
structured surfaces can be also expected to be higher (Somerscales and Bergles, 1997). This
higher shear stress assists fouling removal from the surface. As a result it is anticipated that
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structured surfaces may enhance heat transfer as well as mitigate crystallization fouling
during nucleate boiling heat transfer.

1.4

Statement of work and research objectives
Although fouling is of equal concern for both plain and structured surfaces during boiling

heat transfer, most of the research in this field has been devoted to plain surfaces. There are
only few experimental investigations in the open literatures on fouling on structured surfaces
which are sometimes contradictory and non-conclusive. More notably, previous studies are
limited to a small range of heat fluxes and the results cannot be extrapolated to include other
heat fluxes due to the non-linearity of fouling processes.
The present work aims at investigating rigorously the formation of deposits on structured
surfaces during nucleate pool boiling of aqueous calcium sulphate solutions. The main
criterion for selecting calcium sulphate as a foulant is that it is considered a common fouling
problem in a wide range of applications such as phosphoric acid production, thermal seawater
desalination units and steam generators in power stations. The main objectives of this work
are therefore:


to investigate the crystallization fouling of structured surfaces compared with plain
surfaces during nucleate pool boiling conditions when subjected to the same operating
conditions;



to study the effect of predominant operating conditions such as heat flux and
concentration on the fouling of structured surfaces;



to discern the effects of geometrical parameters such as shape, length, and density of the
structures on the fouling process;



to develop a phenomenological fouling model for both plain and structured surfaces under
clean and fouling conditions;



to mathematically predict the effect of fouling on the thermal performance of the
investigated surfaces in comparison to clean conditions.

1.5

Scope of present study
The present work comprises of six chapters. The following chapter 2 provides some

general aspects of pool boiling mechanisms as well as the different techniques for boiling
enhancement. Furthermore, an extensive literature review that was done for fouling of plain
and structured surfaces during pool boiling will also be presented in this chapter. Chapter 3
provides details of the pool boiling experimental test rig and the experimental procedure
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carried out in this investigation. It includes also details about the investigated tubes and the
preparation of the investigated calcium sulphate solutions.
Experimental results and parameters that may influence the fouling of the investigated
structured tubes are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. Experimental results under clean
and fouling pool boiling conditions for three types of tubes (plain, low finned, and re-entrant
cavity tubes) are presented and discussed in this chapter. In addition, the effect of some
structural parameters such as fin height, shape, and density on the fouling behaviour is also
examined. Chapter 5 presents the theoretical analysis and outlines various models that can
predict the behaviour of structured surfaces under clean and fouling conditions.
Conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter 6. Figure 1.4
presents a flowchart highlighting various aspects of the experimental and theoretical studies
carried out in this work.

Introduction
Pool boiling:
mechanismes and
correlations

9
Fouling of plain
surfaces

Theory and Literature Survey

Description of Pool Boiling Test Rig

Experimental Work
Fouling of plain tubes
 Effect of heat flux
 Effect of CaSO4 concentration
 Effect of tube material

Fouling of structured tubes
 Effect of heat flux
 Effect of CaSO4 concentration
 Effect of tube material
 Effect of structure type
 Effect of geometrical parameters
(density, height)

Development of Fouling Models
Fig.1.4 Flowchart of present study

Fouling of
structured surfaces
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Pool boiling
Boiling is the evaporation process of a substance in liquid phase resulting from either

heating at a solid/liquid interface (heterogeneous boiling) or in the bulk of liquid
(homogeneous boiling). The first and most common process occurs when the temperature of a
heated surface (Ts) is higher than the liquid saturation temperature (Tsat) at the existing liquid
pressure (Incropera and DeWitt, 2001). Depending on the motion of the liquid, boiling can be
divided into pool and flow boiling as shown in Figure 2.1:

Boiling

Pool Boiling
zero or negligible bulk fluid velocity

Flow Boiling
finite bulk fluid velocity

Fig. 2.1 Classification of boiling based on liquid motion

Pool boiling represents the situation in which boiling occurs on the surface of a body
(such as heaters) immersed in an extensive pool of motionless liquid. The only motion is
caused by the boiling process itself (Collier and Thome, 1994; Thome, 1990). If the liquid is
at its boiling point, i.e. at saturated conditions, it is called “saturated pool boiling”; if the
temperature of the bulk liquid is below its boiling point, then it is called “sub-cooled pool
boiling”. In this study saturated pool boiling is the dominant heat transfer mode. The pool
boiling process depends strongly on the conditions at which it occurs, notably:


Heat flux



Thermo-physical properties of liquid and vapour



Heat transfer surface material and finish

2.1.1

Mechanisms of pool boiling

For pool boiling heat transfer, the overall heat transfer coefficient α is mainly influenced
by heat flux q and thus by the excess temperature difference Tsat :
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q   (Ts  Tsat )   Tsat

(2.1)

Depending upon the value of the excess temperature i.e., (Ts-Tsat), there are generally four
mechanisms observed during pool boiling. These mechanisms can easily be described using
the well-established boiling curve for water as depicted in Figure 2.2 and discussed in the
following for boiling of water:

S
Critical heat flux

Heat Flux, W/m2

C

Transition boiling

A

B

Nucleate boiling

Natural
convection

Minimum heat flux

D

Film pool boiling

Wall Superheat, K
Fig. 2.2 Typical boiling curve for water


Natural convection boiling mechanism ( Tsat < 5K)
Natural convection boiling occurs if the surface temperature is somewhat above the

saturation temperature. The fluid in contact with the hot surface is superheated then rises by
natural convection to the surface between the liquid and vapour. In this regime there is no
vapour bubble formation in the bulk of the liquid, and the heat transfer coefficient is
calculated for natural convection processes.


Nucleate boiling mechanism (5K < Tsat <30K)
Nucleate boiling of water exists in the range 5K < Tsat <30K, in which vapour bubbles

are formed at nucleation sites on the hot surface. Once a vapour nucleus forms, the bubbles
grow very rapidly by means of superheating the surrounding liquid. In Figure 2.2, the
nucleate boiling region is bounded by two points of B and C which represent the onset of
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nucleate boiling (ONB) and the critical heat flux, respectively. At the critical heat flux, any
further increase in surface temperature will decrease the heat flux.


Transition boiling mechanism (30K < Tsat <120K)
As the wall superheat increases further, the transition boiling regime starts which

represents an unstable transition from nucleate boiling to film boiling (curve CD in Figure
2.2). It is bound at higher wall superheats by the minimum heat flux point D. At this point the
fluid is no longer able to be in contact with the heated surface because of the rapid rate of
vapour generation.


Film boiling mechanism ( Tsat > 120K)
In this regime a stable film of vapour exists between the surface and the liquid pool.

Vapour generation is strong enough that liquid is completely pushed away from the solid
surface. Heat must be transferred through this stagnant superheated vapour to the liquid for
more boiling to occur. The upper limit of the film boiling region (point S in the figure) is
determined by the melting point of the heat transfer surface material.
Because high heat transfer rates and heat transfer coefficients are associated with small
values of excess temperature, it is desirable to operate many engineering devices in the
nucleate boiling regime rather than in transition and film boiling regimes.

2.1.2

Nucleate pool boiling models for plain tubes

Due to the importance of nucleate pool boiling heat transfer in industrial applications such
as evaporators, reboilers, and vaporizers, intensive research has been performed for decades,
mainly to understand its mechanisms and also to predict heat transfer coefficients. Hence,
there exist many experimental results and correlations. In what follows, a representative
selection of fundamental and frequently recommended correlations is discussed.


Bubble agitation correlation of Rohsenow
Rohsenow (1962) proposed the first widely quoted correlation. He assumed that the

boiling process is dominated by the bubble agitation mechanism in which a bubble-induced
forced convective heat transfer process may be correlated according to a standard singlephase forced-convection correlation relation:

Nu  C1 Re x Pr y

(2.2)
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where the Nusselt number for boiling is defined as:

Nu 

 nb 
kl




 g (  l   g ) 



1/ 2

(2.3)

Using the bracketed term in Equation (2.3) as characteristic length, the Reynolds number can
be defined as:




Re 


hlg  l  g (  l   g ) 
q

1/ 2

l
l

(2.4)

To consider the influence of the liquid-surface combination, Rohsenow introduced an
empirical constant Csf for constant C1 in Equation (2.2). Hence, he redefined Equation (2.2) as

Nu 

1
Re1n Pr m
C sf

(2.5)

In Equation (2.5), exponents “m” and “n” are constants defined by Rohsenow (1962) for
various working fluids. For all fluids except water, he recommended values of 0.7 and 0.33
for “m” and “n” respectively, and for water m = 0.
Rohsenow presented his correlation in the following form

 c p , l T 
  C sf

 hlg 

 q

  l hlg





 g (  
l
g)







1/ 2

n


 PrLm 1



(2.6)

Csf is an empirical constant to consider particularly the effect of the liquid-heat transfer
surface combination, which is tabulated for a range of liquids and surfaces.


Reduced pressure correlations of Mostinski and Cooper
Mostinski (1963) applied the principle of corresponding states to the correlation of

nucleate pool boiling data, arriving at a reduced pressure formulation without a surface-fluid
parameter or fluid physical properties. The dimensional reduced pressure correlation is:
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0.69
 nb  0.00417 q 0.7 pcrit
Fp

(2.7)

where αnb is the nucleate pool boiling heat transfer coefficient in W/m2K, q is the heat flux in
W/m2, and pcrit is the critical pressure of the fluid in kN/m2 (i.e., in kPa). Pressure effects on
nucleate boiling are correlated using the factor “Fp” determined from:
F p  1.8 p r0.17  4 p 1r .2  10 p 10
r

(2.8)

where pr is the reduced pressure and defined as:
pr = p/pcrit

(2.9)

This correlation provides reasonable prediction for a wide range of fluids and reduced
pressures. Later Cooper (1984) proposed a correlation taking into account the reduced
pressure pr, surface roughness Ra, molecular weight M and heat flux q as follows.

 nb  55 p r0.120.4343 ln R (0.4343 ln p r ) 0.55 M 0.5 q 0.67
a

(2.10)

Cooper’s correlation can be applied for molecular weights from 2 to 200 g/mol and
reduced pressures from 0.001 to 0.9.


Fluid-specific correlation of Gorenflo

Gorenflo (1993) proposed a reduced pressure correlation that utilizes a fluid-specific heat
transfer coefficient αo, defined for each fluid at referenced conditions. The general expression
for the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient αnb at other conditions is then obtained from:

 nb

 q 
  o Fp  
 q o 

n ( pr )

 Ra 


R
 ao 

0.133

(2.11)

where the pressure correction factor FP is

Fp  1.2 pr0.27  2.5 pr 

pr
1  pr

(2.12)
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where pr is the reduced pressure as defined by Equation (2.9). The exponent n on the heat flux
ratio is also a function of reduced pressure pr as follows:
n( p r )  0.9  0.3 pr0.3

(2.13)

The method above is for all fluids except water and helium. For water, the following
equations should be used:

0.68
F p  1.73 p r0.27   6.1 
1  pr


 2
 p r


(2.14)

n( pr )  0.9  0.3 pr0.15

(2.15)

For a wide range of fluids, Gorenflo (1993) tabulated the reference values for o and qo.
For distilled water:

q o  20,000 W/m 2

(2.16)

 o  5,600 W/m 2 K

(2.17)

Recently, Gorenflo (2006) added a new factor Fw to the main correlation to predict the
effect of surface material as:

Fw 

( kc p )

(2.18)

( kc p ) o

where ρ, k and cp denote density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat of the surface
material, respectively. The new correlation then reads as:

 nb  q 
 
 o  qo 

n ( pr )

R 
F ( pr ) a 
 Rao 

0.133

 kc p 


 ( kc ) 
p
o



0.25

(2.19)

For distilled water, Gorenflo (2006) now suggested that the reference heat transfer
coefficient αo for a reference heat flux qo of 20 kW/m2 and a reference reduced pressure pr of
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0.1 is 6.4 kW/m2K. The reference thermal properties ( kc p ) o are taken for copper as suggested
by Gorenflo (2006).

2.2

Enhancement of nucleate pool boiling

The development of enhanced boiling surfaces has its roots in the early studies of nucleate
pool boiling heat transfer on plain surfaces. The performance of the enhanced boiling surfaces
is usually compared to that of the plain surface. The understanding of heat transfer
mechanisms dominant for boiling phenomena on plain surfaces has helped to develop
surfaces with higher heat transfer coefficient. The main features of enhanced boiling surfaces
are the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) at low superheat as well as the provision of additional
nucleation sites (Webb, 2005)
ONB is controlled by the wall superheat, or the heat flux, at which the natural convection
mode transfers into the nucleate pool boiling mode. The increase in the nucleation site density
leads to increased boiling heat transfer coefficients.
This very philosophy of boiling enhancement leads to a variety of boiling enhancement
techniques, as described below.

2.2.1

Boiling enhancement techniques

Generally speaking, the techniques that have been developed for the enhancement of
boiling are either passive or active or a combination of both (Thome, 1990; Webb, 2005). The
passive techniques include:
1. coated surfaces with metallic or non-metallic coatings;
2. roughened surfaces obtained by abrasive treatment of the surface to increase surface
roughness with the objective of increasing nucleation site density;
3. structured surfaces using fins of any shape and form;
4. surface tension devices involving wicks and slots in the wall to transport liquid to the
evaporation zone.

Similarly, the active techniques comprise of:
1. chemicals additives to the working fluid to reduce the surface tension;
2. mechanical aids for rotation, scraping, or wiping of the heated surface to create a high
degree of turbulence to enhance the heat transfer coefficient;
3. vibration of the heated surface by means of a mechanical device;
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4. vibration of the fluid by ultrasound or oscillations. Heat transfer is enhanced by
acoustically induced flow and by cavitation;
5. electrostatic fields using alternating or direct current applied to the boiling fluid to
enhance mixing at the heat transfer surface; and
6. introduction of a gas to the evaporating fluid through a porous wall to disturb and
reduce the boundary layer. In addition this assists the breakdown of bubbles.
Passive techniques are of the most practical importance. Of those, structured surfaces are
the most widely used in pool boiling applications (Thome, 1990).

2.2.2

Structured surfaces

Structured surfaces are made by reforming the base surface to produce fins of a standard
or special configuration. Figure 2.3 presents common structured boiling surfaces used in
industry. A short description of each type is given below.

1.

The standard integral-fin type (Figure 2.3a): Integral externally finned tubes are
manufactured in different fin densities, profiles, and heights. With respect to the fin
height “h”, this type of structured tube can be classified into low finned tubes (h < 1.6
mm), medium finned tubes (1.6 < h < 3.2 mm), and high-finned tubes (h > 3.2 mm). For
boiling applications, low-finned tubes are probably the most common type because the
large boiling heat transfer coefficients would produce unacceptably low fin efficiencies
for medium and high-finned tubes. This is due to the reduction in temperature along the
fin height (Thome, 1990).

2. Re-entrant cavity type-modified finned tubes (Figure 2.3b): By further modification
(cutting, knurling, notching, bending, comprising, or rolling) of the externally finned
tubes, a re-entrant cavity tube type can be manufactured. The tubes shown in Figure 2.3b
are “Wieland GEWA-T”, “Trane Bent fin”, “Wolverine Turbo-B” tube, and “Hitachi
Thermoexcel-E”, respectively.
3. Porous surfaces (Figure 2.3c) are made by applying a coating of fine particles to the
surface, either by sintering or by metal spraying. Webb (2005) compared the performance
of different sprayed metals. Ideally, the particles are sufficiently dense in number so that
the treated surface consists of a large number of minute cavities. Such a surface has the
property of initiating nucleate boiling at a much smaller wall superheat than plain or
finned tubes.
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(a) Finned tubes

Wieland GEWA-T

Wolverine Turbo-B

Trane Bent fin

Hitachi Thermoexcel-E

(b) Modified finned tubes (re-entrant)

(c) Porous tube
Fig. 2.3 Illustration of structured nucleate boiling surfaces (Webb, 2005)

2.3

Nucleate boiling mechanisms on structured surfaces

Structured surfaces are expected to initiate nucleate boiling at a minimal wall superheat
and sustain it at low heat fluxes. Therefore ideal enhanced surfaces should meet both
objectives. When a liquid is boiling on a surface, the heat may leave the surface in two forms
namely as latent heat in the departing vapour bubbles and as sensible heat in the superheated
liquid rising from the surface.
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Yilmaz and Westwater (1981) tested five commercially available enhanced surfaces and
found that their performance in nucleate boiling was far better than plain surfaces. Numerous
theories have been developed to explain boiling heat transfer from structured surfaces. One
such attempt was made by Liter and Kaviany (2001). They attributed the enhancement to the
combination of four factors; increased heat transfer area, capillary-assisted liquid flow,
increased nucleation site density and the dependence of the vapour escape paths on the
structure. In addition, Palm (1987) proposed that the most significant contribution to nucleate
boiling heat transfer comes from the thin liquid film evaporation inside the channel or cavity
which enhances the ejection of bubbles as well liquid circulation into the channel. As for reentrant cavity tubes, Thome (1990) offered the following explanation:


Wetted surface area effect: low finned tubes have an augmented area from 2 to 4 times

the surface area of a plain tube, while re-entrant cavity and porous types have 4 to 10
times the surface area of plain tubes.


Nucleation superheat effect: in which the structured surfaces having re-entrant nucleation

cavities are able to initiate nucleation at low wall superheats with respect to plain surfaces.


Thin film evaporation effect: thin evaporating liquid films form on the inner surfaces of

the re-entrant passageways.


Internal convection effect: by the action of the departing bubbles, liquid forced into and

then back out of the re-entrant channel


External convection effect: the high density and departure frequency of the bubbles

emerging from the re-entrant cavities enhances the external convection mechanisms.

2.4

Fouling of plain surfaces during pool boiling

While fouling is already one of the major unresolved problems in convective heat transfer,
it is even more severe for boiling heat transfer. In the absence of boiling i.e., under convective
heat transfer, the deposition of scale from a solution onto the heat transfer surface occurs due
to the decreasing solubility of the scaling salts with temperature. It is obvious that for any
given condition, the supersaturation in a thin liquid layer near the heat transfer surface causes
deposition of scale.
When boiling occurs on the heat transfer surface with a solution whose solubility
decreases with temperature, the scale becomes more severe than in the absence of boiling.
The evaporation of solvent into the vapour bubble increases the local concentration of the
scaling constituents and this effect is superimposed on the supersaturation due to the
temperature gradient in the thin microlayer adjacent to the heating surface. The local increase
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in heat transfer surface temperature under the bubble and fast evaporation at the
gas/liquid/solid interface, result in the formation of deposits. If the foulant has an inverse
solubility, the deposit will stay on the heat transfer surface; if the foulant is highly soluble, it
will redissolve as the bubble departs.
From what was discussed above it is evident that the mechanisms of bubble formation
must play a significant role in the scale formation during nucleate boiling heat transfer. Many
studies have dealt with the effect of bubble formation on heat transfer surfaces. Perhaps one
of the first attempts was made by Partridge (1930). He observed that the initial deposits are
rings of tiny crystals formed by evaporation of liquid from the triple interface at which the
metal surface, the solution, and the vapour bubbles are in contact. This is attributed to the
increased supersaturation of the salt solution due to the fast evaporation of solution that
occurs at the triple interface.
For nucleate pool boiling of radioactive calcium sulphate solution at a pressure of one
atmosphere, Hospeti and Mesler (1965) have reported more evaporation beneath the bubble
than at the triple interface as hypothesized by Partridge (1930). They reported that, after the
release of the bubble, liquid flows towards the surface to replace the volume originally
occupied by the bubble. Depending on the prevailing conditions of temperature and dissolved
salts concentration, some of the precipitate may redissolve. The sequence is likely to be
repeated over a period of time thus gradually the deposit layer builds up on the surface.
Palen and Westwater (1966) also observed rings of calcium sulphate crystals at the points
of intermittent nucleation. The measured wall superheat initially increased rapidly, decreased
and then increased at a steady rate. Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen (1989), and
Jamialahmadi et al. (1989) studied bubble dynamics and scale formation during pool boiling
of calcium sulphate solutions.
1 2

3

1 2

3

Fig. 2.4 Typical fouling curve during pool boiling of CaSO4 solutions
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They divided the deposition process into three distinct time regions as schematically depicted
in Figure 2.4.
Within these regions the bubble size, shape, frequency were found to change. For the
initial region, a rapid drop in heat transfer coefficient occurred and hemispherical bubbles
with a large contact area were observed. For the second and third periods the bubbles were
spherical with uniform diameter of 2 millimetres with a higher bubble frequency in region 2.
Moreover, the initial period of deposition of calcium sulphate was investigated by Malayeri
and Müller-Steinhagen (2007). They reported that the characteristics of the initial period are
significantly affected by the heat flux and the concentration of calcium sulphate.

2.5

Fouling of structured surfaces during pool boiling

Although the topic of scale formation on heat transfer surfaces has received a good deal of
attention in the past decades, only a few investigations dealt with precipitation fouling of
structured surfaces under nucleate pool boiling conditions. Reported laboratory investigations
on fouling of structured heat transfer surfaces appear to be limited to the early results
presented by Gottzman et al. (1973), and Chyu (1984) and later Somerscales and Curcio
(1990).
Gottzman et al. (1973) reported that a commercial structured heat transfer surface coated by
sintered metal particles, was relatively unaffected by fouling under boiling conditions in
aqueous solution. In addition, a long-term pool boiling test in concentrated seawater was also
carried out. They claimed that their measurements of the variation of the overall heat transfer
coefficients over a test duration of 20 days indicated that no more solids deposited on the
surface. In contrast to these results, Chyu (1984) reported a substantial reduction in pool
boiling performance for the same tube type under fouling conditions. He concluded that
although the porous surface may result in much better heat transfer performance than a plain
surface, the advantages may be limited when fouling occurs.
The fouling performance of some structured heat transfer surfaces has also been reported
by Somerscales and Curcio (1990), and by Curio and Somerscales (1991). They investigated
boiling of saturated calcium sulphate solutions on plain tubes, porous tubes, and Wolverine
Turbo-B tubes. They indicated that both porous and Turbo-B tubes exhibit a much smaller
fouling effect than the plain surface in the tested range of heat flux from 10 to 80 kW/m2.
In addition to the above laboratory investigations, there were some other studies on
structured surfaces that indicated potential to mitigate fouling. Moore (1974) demonstrated
that low finned tubes tend to accumulate significantly less deposits than a plain tube under the
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same operating conditions. The axial thermal expansion between adjacent fins was speculated
to break the fouling layer or to keep it looser than for plain tubes. Thomas (1997) also
reported that the fouling layer on low-finned tubes tends to flake-off in a plate-like form, and
it was hypothesized that fins may act as knife edges for the scale formation. It was also
thought that the thermal expansion and contraction of the fins during operation create a
natural effect which can detach the fouling layer (Webb, 2005). From this brief literature
survey one can conclude that:


The previous studies on fouling of structured surfaces are limited to a small range of heat
fluxes and concentrations.



There are conflicting reports about the performance of structured tubes when subject to
fouling.



The effects of surface geometries such as shape, density and height as well as substrate are
not thoroughly addressed in the literature.



The effect of fouling on the thermal performance of the structured surfaces is also not
addressed.



No fouling model can be found in the open literature for structured surfaces.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
This chapter describes the pool boiling test rig, the experimental procedure and the range
of operating conditions as well as data acquisition and power control systems. Details will
also be given on how the test tubes have been designed and prepared as well as the make-up
of test solutions and the procedure for the analysis of experimental uncertainty.

3.1

Experimental set-up

A picture of the pool boiling test apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1 and a detailed
schematic diagram in Figure 3.2. The experimental set-up allows accurate measurements of
heat transfer coefficient for various heat fluxes and CaSO4 concentrations at atmospheric
pressure as well as high speed video recording of bubble behaviour. Its main components are
the boiling vessel [1], cooling loop for steam condensation and return line to the vessel [1],
preheater [4], power control units [5], and data acquisition system [7] to log and analyze the
input and output data.

Fig. 3.1 Pool boiling test rig
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The cylindrical boiling vessel [1] is made from stainless steel with a 304 mm inner
diameter and a capacity of 30 L. The vessel is heated externally by a resistance band heater
[2]. Output from a 3.5 mm diameter K-type thermocouple fitted inside the vessel is used to
trip the power to the vessel band heater if the temperature inside the vessel exceeds a set limit.

[7]
[7]

[8]
[10]

[2]
[6]

[3]
[1]
[5]
[9]
[4]

[1] Boiling vessel
[3] Condenser
[5] Power control units
[7] Data acquisition
[9] Pressure transducer

[2] Band heater
[4] Preheater
[6] Test tube
[8] Vacuum pump
[10] Water trap

Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram of the pool boiling test rig

Two glass view ports are provided at each end of the vessel for visual observation as well
as video recording using a high speed camera as shown in Figure 3.1. The high speed video
recording system consists of “Speed Cam Visario 1500“ connected to a special PC unit to
control it during operation. Videos with 1000 fps (frames per second) are taken during the test
and saved via the software “Visart 1.5” on the computer in AVI and JPEG format. The closed
flow loop including condenser [3] and preheater [4] is used to condense and preheat the
evaporated liquid before returning it as saturated liquid to the vessel. The condenser [3] is a
three-stage double pipe heat exchanger; the number of stages in operation can be adjusted
according to the required heat flux. Centrally provided chilled water is used as coolant and
controlled by a rotameter in conjunction with a manual flow control valve. A set of power
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control units [5] is utilized to adjust the input power to the test heater, vessel band heater, and
preheater. As shown in Figure 3.3 it consists of three variable transformers with an electronic
temperature controllers and digital power meter.

Fig. 3.3 Power control units

An electrically heated rod of HTRI design, as shown in Figure 3.4, is used as the heating
element for the experiments. It has a total length of 460 mm and a diameter of 10.67 mm and
is electrically heated on a length of 99.1 mm in the middle of the heater. The maximum output
power of the heater is 1500 Watt which can provide a maximum heat flux of 450 kW/m2. As
shown in the figure, the heater is made of stainless steel (S.S) by installing the heating
element into a thin-walled of stainless steel tube with a surface roughness of 0.8 μm. The
heater has four E-type thermocouples which are embedded into the heater wall. One of these
thermocouples is used to trip the heater power supply if the internal temperature of the heater
exceeds a set limit. The other three thermocouples are used to measure the surface
temperature of the heater. A safety relief valve is fitted at the top of the flow circuit to relieve
the pressure if it unexpectedly increases due to a failure in cooling or in power control system.
Boiling vessel, condenser, preheater, and all pipes are insulated to minimize the heat losses
from the rig. Two layers of insulation material (25 mm thick fibre glass covered with
aluminium foil) are used to minimize the heat losses from the system. For initial degassing of
the test liquid, vacuum is drawn by a vacuum pump [8] connected to a cold location of the
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condenser. To protect the vacuum pump from condensate and avoid the loss of too much
vapour during degassing, a steam trap is also connected to a pump.

Wall of test
vessel

A

A

Fig. 3.4 HTRI cartridge heater (all dimensions in mm)

An OMEGA PXM209 absolute pressure transducer [9] is also connected to the vessel [1]
to measure the inside pressure. Three K-type thermocouples with diameter of 3.5 mm are
inserted inside the vessel to measure the bulk temperature and the condensate return
temperature. Output from one of these thermocouples is used to trip the variac power unit if
the bulk temperature exceeds a set limit.
An Agilent 34970A data acquisition system [7], with 34901A armature multiplexer was
used for all temperature, pressure, voltage, and current measurements. A compatible PC was
used to control the data acquisition unit and record all data via PCI-GPIB interface.

3.2

Test tubes

The investigated tube specimens are either plain or structured tubes. The original stainless
steel heater as shown in Figure 3.4 is utilized to represent the plain tube type. The HTRI rod
heater is also used as a cartridge heater for the investigation of a plain copper tube. The
investigated structured tubes are:
1. low finned tubes with a fin density of 19, 26 and 40 fpi (fins per inch) made from
Copper-Nickel (Cu-Ni), alloy of CuNi10Fe1Mn as well as copper (Cu).
2. modified finned tube (Re-entrant cavity type) identified as Turbo-B tube.
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More specifications about these tubes are given in Table 3.1 with geometries of the
original low-finned tubes defined in Figure 3.5.

Table 3.1 Test tubes specifications

Finned
(19 fpi)

Finned
(26 fpi)

Finned
(40 fpi)

Turbo-B
(40fpi)

19

26

40

40

Inner diameter(Di), mm

10.7, 13.9

10.7

13.9

13.9

Outer diameter(Do), mm

15.7, 18.9

15.7

18.9

18.9

Base diameter(Db), mm

12.7, 15.9

12.7

15.9

15.9

Fin height(h), mm

1.5

1.5

1.5, 1

1

Fin pitch(m), mm

1.35

1

0.64

-

1

1

1

1

11.7, 14.9

11.7

14.9

14.9

Tube length(L), mm

100

100

100

100

Surface area , m2/m

0.12

0.15

0.2

-

plain

finned

finned

finned

re-entrant

Material

S.S , Cu

Cu , Cu-Ni

Cu-Ni

Cu

Cu

Thermal conductivity, W/mK

18, 400

400 , 45

45

400

400

Surface energy, mN/m

38 , 70

70 , 37

37

70

70

Tube specifications

Plain

Fin density (fpi)

Wall thickness(s), mm
Diameter at Thermocouple
location(Dth), mm

Structure type

Shape
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Di

Db

Do

s

h

m

Fig. 3.5 Fin type tube geometry

The base surface temperature of the tube can be determined by two 0.5 mm diameter Ktype thermocouples located at the bottom and top positions along the circumference of each
structured tube. Holes with a depth of 40 mm for inserting these thermocouples into the tube
wall are made by electrostatic discharge machining (EDM).

heating zone

finned tube

high temperature silicon

HTRI heater
conductive
material

copper cap

Fig. 3.6 Test tube assembly

thermocouples
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Figure 3.6 provides the detailed arrangement of the test tube assembly with the HTRI
cartridge heater. To assemble the test tube, the fins are removed for the last 4 mm from both
ends of the tube specimen, where two copper caps are then soldered. Subsequently the
cartridge heater is pushed tightly into the finned tube specimen, such that the heating zone of
the heater is fully covered. The gap between the heater and inner tube surface is filled with a
thermal conductive paste (Amazon thermal compound T12+Arctic Silver 5” with thermal
conductivity of 9.8 Wm-1K-1) to reduce the thermal contact resistance between tube and heater
rod. A thermal resistive silicon paste is also filled into the two copper caps to attach the finned
tube and the heater and to diminish the possibility of solution intruding into the test assembly.

3.3

Preparation of CaSO4 solution

Saturated calcium sulphate test solution is prepared by directly dissolving calcium
sulphate hemi-hydrate (CaSO4·½ H2O) in distilled water. The weight of the required calcium
sulphate hemi-hydrate was calculated using the following formula

 MW CaSO4 ·½ H2O  *
 MW CaSO4 

W ( CaSO 4 · ½ H 2 O )  Cb * V(H 2 O ) * 

 
100
purity

where W is the weight, V is the volume and Cb is the required bulk concentration.
The purity of the used calcium sulphate hemi-hydrate was found after several titrations to
be 90%. The remaining impurities can not be dissolved in water and settled on the bottom of
mixing tank during the preparation of the solution. It was ensured that they were not
introduced to the boiling vessel along with the CaSO4 solution. As calcium sulphate is
difficult to dissolve in water, an ultrasonic device is used for one hour for initial dissolving,
followed by stirring at 1400 rpm for 24 hour. Then the calcium sulphate solution was left for
another day to allow eventually impurities and remaining particles to settle down to avoid any
suspended particles in the solution which may affect the fouling process.

3.4

Experimental procedure and data reduction

Due to the dominant influence of initial conditions on the subsequent deposition process,
consistency of the experimental procedure is of prime importance. At first, the test tube has to
be carefully cleaned with distilled water and finally with acetone, to remove any dust particles
between the fins. The boiling vessel must also be cleaned thoroughly from remaining deposits
from the previous fouling run. Afterwards, the test tube assembly is mounted and fixed
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horizontally into the vessel. Before filling the vessel with solution, it should be evacuated for
about one hour to check the system integrity and to remove air from the system. Prepared
calcium sulphate solution will then be charged into the vessel using a 6 mm flexible sample
line, until it is filled to a level approximately 3.0 cm below the top. The vessel is then left to
continue degassing until the vacuum remains constant.
Preheating of the solution to the saturation temperature was accomplished by switching on
the vessel’s band heater. As any dissolved gases present in the solution may affect the boiling
heat transfer, a vacuum pump was used at regular intervals during preheating to remove
residual gases. Simultaneously the cooling water flow to the condenser was turned on at early
stages to create a natural siphon and to provide degassing of the unheated section of the test
rig. The data acquisition system was switched on to assess the stability of the operating
conditions. After approximately 3 hours of preheating the system becomes stable at saturation
conditions. The complete details of the experimental procedures are given in Appendix A.
To ensure consistency of the results, a comparison has to be made between the saturation
temperature for the measured pressure and the liquid temperature measured by the
thermocouples. Once steady-state conditions are confirmed, the power to the test section is
turned on by adjusting the variac power supply to the desired heat flux. The data acquisition
system then records all inputs every 30 seconds and stores them as Excel spreadsheets.
For the determination of heat transfer coefficients, experimental data such as bulk
temperature, heat flux, and average wall temperature of the tube are required. The bulk
temperature is obtained by averaging the two bulk thermocouple readings. The heat flux is
calculated using:

V I
q  h h
A
b

(3.1)

Where “Vh” and “Ih” are the measured heater voltage and current, respectively, and Ab is the
base surface area of the finned tubes which can be calculated as:

A   .D . L
b
b

(3.2)

where Db and L are the finned tube base diameter and tube heating zone length, respectively.
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The base surface temperature of the tube is determined from the two thermocouples
located inside the tube wall by assuming one-dimensional heat conduction through the wall
as:

2
Ts  1  Ts,i
2 i 1

(3.3)

in which:

D .q  D 
Ts,i  T
 b ln b 
th,i
D 
2k
 th 

(3.4)

where k is the tube thermal conductivity, and Dth is the respective tube diameter at the
position of thermocouples. The values of k and Dth are given for each tube in Table 3.1.
The average heat transfer coefficient can then be determined as:

 

q
(T s  T )
b

(3.5)

For all investigated structured tubes, the heat fluxes as well as the resulting heat transfer
coefficients are calculated with respect to the base surface area and thus the base surface
temperature. This definition is identical to what has been used before by Ayub (1986) and
Pulido (1984) for similar structured surfaces.
Finally the fouling resistance due to deposition of calcium sulphate is calculated as a
function of time as:

R

f

1 1
    
  t    0

(3.6)

or
R

f

 Ts  Tb   Ts  Tb 

 
 q    q 
0
t 




(3.7)

Subscripts “t” and “0” denote conditions at any time and at the beginning of the
experiment when the tube is considered to be clean. It should be pointed out that the boiling
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heat transfer coefficient at the deposit/fluid interface may change once deposits start to form
on the surface due to 1) change in number of nucleation sites and 2) reduced deposit/fluid
temperature (Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 1993).
The range of experimental operating conditions i.e., heat flux, bulk temperature, bulk
concentration, and pressure used in these measurements is given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Range of operating conditions

Experimental
mode

Clean

Fouling

3.5

Solution
[g/L]

Heat flux
[kW/m2]

Bulk
temperature
[oC]

Pressure
[bar]

Distilled water

5 to 300

100

1.03

5 to 300

101

50 to 300

101

CaSO4

1.6

CaSO4

1.6

CaSO4

1.2

1.03

Experimental error analysis

The experimental error associated to heat transfer coefficients and fouling resistances may
be due to the errors of the measured data of heat flux, surface temperature, and bulk
temperature. A constant and stable power to the heater is transmitted by means of a power
stabilizer to minimize the power fluctuations. However, a bias error of approximately ±2% in
the measured heat flux is expected due to errors in the measurements of electrical current and
voltage. The systematic errors for the measurements of bulk and surface temperatures are
approximately ±0.4 K. For example, uncertainty with 95% confidence is calculated for both
heat transfer coefficient and fouling resistance at the beginning and the end of the fouling run
for 1.6 g/L CaSO4 and a heat flux of 200 kW/m2. Table 3.3 details the calculated uncertainty
values at run times of 100 minutes and 1200 minutes respectively.
The uncertainty for the heat transfer coefficient changed from 7% to 2.7% and for the
fouling resistance from 25.4% to 4.5% at the beginning and the end of the run respectively.
Referring to Equations (3.5) and (3.7), it is obvious that the largest experimental uncertainty
for both heat transfer coefficient and fouling resistance occurs for the smallest driving
temperature difference, i.e. at the start of the experiment. More details about the calculations
of uncertainty are shown in Appendix C.
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Table 3.3 Calculated uncertainty

Parameters

Heat flux ( q )

Bias error
(Bi)
@t=100 @t=1200
min
min

Precision error
(Pi)
@t=100 @t=1200
min
min

±2%

±2%

318.7

313.2

Surface temperature (Ts)

± 0.4 K

± 0.4 K

0.808

0.232

Uncertainty
(Ui)

Bulk temperature (Tb)

± 0.4 K

± 0.4 K

0.116

0.105

@ t=100 @ t=1200
min
min

Heat transfer coefficient (α) 502.15

150.8

625.11

26.25

7%

2.7%

Fouling resistance (Rf)

3.2E-6

4.1E-6

7.49E-7

25.4%

4.5%

2.89E-6
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As stated in chapter 2, previous fouling investigations with structured tubes were
restricted to a narrow range of operating conditions and reported somewhat contradictory
results. This chapter presents a comprehensive set of experiments for clean and fouling
conditions for the plain and structured tubes with a wide range of operating conditions defined
in chapter 3. Accordingly the present chapter is comprised of three major sections. The first
section addresses the behaviour of plain tubes under fouling and clean conditions for
comparison with structured tubes. The second section focuses on the performance of low
finned tubes and the last section on modified low finned tubes with re-entrant cavities.
Fouling of re-entrant cavity tubes (Turbo-B tube) will also be compared with that of plain and
finned tubes.

4.1

Plain tubes

A set of experiments was carried out for the plain tubes under clean and fouling nucleate
pool boiling conditions for two substrates of stainless steel (S.S) and copper (Cu). The results
are required to facilitate later comparison with the other tubes.

4.1.1

Clean heat transfer coefficient

All experiments were carried out at atmospheric pressure by decreasing the heat flux from
300 to 20 kW/m2 to avoid boiling hysteresis (Liang and Yang, 1997). Distilled water and
calcium sulphate solution of 1.6 g/L were used as working fluids.

4.1.1.1 Distilled water

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show heat transfer coefficient and wall superheat temperature as a
function of heat flux for the plain copper tube during pool boiling of distilled water. At higher
heat fluxes, higher wall temperatures lead to the formation of more bubbles at the surface
which in turn increase the heat transfer coefficient.
To check the consistency of the pool boiling experimental set-up, the experimental data
for distilled water are compared with the prediction of the Gorenflo correlation (2006) that
has already been described in Chapter 2. It can be seen that the experimental data are in good
agreement with the values predicted according to the Gorenflo correlation.
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distilled water
Gorenflo
1.6 g/L CaSO4
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o
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Ra=0.8 m
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0
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Heat flux, kW/m

250
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2

Fig. 4.1 Clean heat transfer coefficients for pool boiling of distilled water and CaSO4 solution
on plain copper tubes
4.1.1.2 CaSO4 solution

For calcium sulphate solution, the values of “clean” heat transfer coefficient were
determined immediately during the first two minutes to avoid deposition of CaSO4 salts on the
heat transfer surface. The measured clean heat transfer coefficients of CaSO4 solution with a
concentration of 1.6 g/L are compared with those of distilled water for the same operating
conditions in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
It can be seen that the heat transfer coefficients of the CaSO4 solution are lower than
those of distilled water particularly for higher heat fluxes. As reported by Jamialahmadi and
Müller-Steinhagen (1993) the addition of calcium sulphate to the distilled water leads to
changes in the physical properties of the solution, particularly the surface tension and
viscosity. Figure 4.2 underlines that for the same heat flux, higher wall superheat is expected
for the CaSO4 solution.
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8
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Wall superheat, K

Fig. 4.2 Heat flux versus wall superheat for plain copper tube during boiling of distilled water
and CaSO4 solution

Moreover, a reduction in the rate of bubble growth is expected during boiling of CaSO4
solution compared to that of distilled water due to the limiting effect of mass transfer of the
non-volatile CaSO4. This leads to reduced heat transfer coefficients in case of CaSO4
solutions compared to those of distilled water (Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 2004).
To discern bubble formation mechanisms during boiling of distilled water and CaSO4
solution, a high speed camera was used to record images. Figure 4.3 compares bubble
characteristics in terms of size, shape and density for various heat fluxes on the copper heat
transfer surface during boiling of calcium sulphate solution with a concentration of 1.6 g/L
and distilled water for the same operating conditions.
It is apparent that the number of active nucleation sites decreases significantly due to the
presence of calcium sulphate salts compared with those of distilled water for the same heat
flux. Hemispherical bubbles with large contact area were observed with CaSO4 solution while
for distilled water, the bubbles were mostly of uniform spherical size but with in smaller
diameters. Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen (2004) attributed this to the changes in
physical properties of the solution which affect bubbles characteristics and the activation of
nucleation sites.
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Distilled water

1.6 g/L CaSO4

30 kW/m2

100 kW/m2

200 kW/m2
Fig. 4.3 Comparison of bubble characteristics during boiling of distilled water and calcium
sulphate solution with 1.6 g/L concentration on a plain copper tube
4.1.1.3 Effect of surface material

To study the effect of tube material on the clean boiling heat transfer, a stainless steel tube
was tested for the same operating conditions as for the copper tube. The average values for the
mean surface roughness Ra for all tubes remain within the range of 0.8 μm by polishing them
with 240 grade sand papers. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the heat transfer coefficient and wall
superheat as a function of heat flux for stainless steel and copper tubes immersed in distilled
water. The copper tube shows a higher heat transfer coefficient i.e. lower superheat compared
with the stainless steel tube at the same heat flux. The reason for this may be attributed to the
higher thermal diffusivity of copper over stainless steel. The higher thermal conductivity k of
the copper (400 W/m.K) over the stainless steel (18 W/m.K) helps to transmit heat faster and
activate more nucleation sites (Müller-Steinhagen and Jamialahmadi, 1990). Accordingly, a
higher number of vapour bubbles is expected in case of copper tubes compared to the stainless
steel tube at the same heat flux.
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Fig. 4.4 Clean heat transfer coefficients for pool boiling of distilled water on copper and
stainless steel tubes
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Fig. 4.5 Heat flux versus wall superheat of plain copper and stainless steel tubes during
boiling of distilled water

The effect of the heat transfer surface material on clean boiling heat transfer coefficient
has been considered in a number of pool boiling correlations in terms of physical properties of
the substrates such as density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity (Rohsenow, 1965;
Gorenflo, 2006).
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Fouling experiments

A systematic set of fouling experiments was carried out for plain and structured tubes
made from different materials. The effects of various operating parameters such as heat flux
and CaSO4 bulk concentration were thoroughly investigated. For the sake of comparison, the
experimental results for the plain tubes were considered as reference.

4.1.2.1 Effect of heat flux

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show how the fouling resistance varies as a function of time for plain
stainless steel and copper tubes, and various heat fluxes, and a CaSO4 saturation concentration
of 1.6 g/L. The additional graphs on the left hand side depict the initial fouling resistances for
the first hour of the fouling runs as these results are almost undistinguishable in the crowded
overall fouling resistance figures for the full run length. It can be seen from the two figures
that all results follow the trends already reported by Palen (1966), Jamialahmadi and MüllerSteinhagen (1993) and Malayeri et al. (2005). Each fouling curve consists of three main
regions:

1. The first region occurring in the first few minutes of the fouling runs is characterized
by a sharp reduction in heat transfer coefficient (or an increase in fouling resistance).
This is primarily caused by the initial rapid formation of CaSO4 deposits beneath the
bubbles on the plain tube. The rapid evaporation of the solution causes supersaturation
of CaSO4 beneath bubbles and hence the formation of CaSO4 deposits on the heat
transfer surface.

2. The initial incrustation spots increase the number of bubble nucleation sites
(Bornhorst et al., 1999). This results in a gradual increase of the heat transfer
coefficient i.e. a decrease in fouling resistance during the second region. The elapsed
time for this region is strongly dependent upon the heat flux; increasing heat flux
reduces the second fouling period.
3. As the deposit layer grows in thickness, the fouling resistance increases (3rd region)
until it reaches either the maximum operations temperature of the heater (here 170oC)
or an asymptotic value.
Fouling runs presented in Figure 4.6 had to be terminated once the surface temperature
exceeded 170oC for high heat fluxes of 200 and 300 kW/m2 after 24 and 15 hrs, respectively.
Not surprisingly, the fouling resistance varies strongly with time as heat flux is augmented.
Higher heat fluxes tend to decrease the elapsed time during the first region of fouling. For
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instance for 100 kW/m2, it is about 18 minutes, while for stainless steel it is only 6 and 1
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Fig. 4.6 Fouling resistance on the plain S.S tube for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.7 Fouling resistance on the plain Cu tube for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L

Overall, the effect of heat flux on fouling can be explained as follows:


By increasing heat flux the surface temperature increases which in turn decreases the
solubility of CaSO4 in the solution. Consequently, the supersaturation in the microlayer
beneath the bubble increases which causes deposition rate to increase.



At high surface temperatures, more nucleation sites are activated (Wang and Dhir, 1993)
which in turn generate more bubbles and consequently more deposition.
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The deposition reaction rate at the surface “kr” is strongly affected by the surface
temperature Ts in form of:
k r  k0 e

 E
 
 RTs





(4.1)

4.1.2.2 Effect of CaSO4 concentration

A different fouling behaviour is evident in Figure 4.8 for the same heat fluxes as in
Figures 4.6 and 4.7, but a sub-saturated CaSO4 concentration of 1.2 g/L. As expected, the
fouling resistance decreases due to the reduction in bulk concentration from 1.6 to 1.2 g/L.
The microlayer supersaturation diminishes by decreasing the bulk concentration,
consequently the fouling resistance decreases compared to the saturated case as shown in
Figure 4.8. Furthermore, unlike the results for the concentration of 1.6 g/L shown previously
in Figure 4.6 for stainless steel tubes, the fouling resistances reach an asymptotic region after
1200 minutes for heat fluxes of 100 and 200 kW/m2.
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Fig. 4.8 Fouling resistance of the plain S.S tubes for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.2 g/L

Figure 4.9 shows the relative reduction in fouling resistance as a function of heat flux for
fouled stainless steel tubes due to a change in CaSO4 concentration from 1.6 to 1.2 g/L. The
reduction in Rf (at t = 1200 min) was calculated using the following equation.
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(4.2)

%

f @ 1 .6 g / L

The relative reduction in fouling resistance at 100 kW/m2 is 76% while it is 39% at 300
kW/m2.
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Fig. 4.9 Relative reduction in fouling resistance versus heat flux for the plain S.S
4.1.2.3 Effect of tube material

Not only operating parameters such as heat flux and bulk concentration have strong
impact on fouling, but the characteristics of the surface can also influence this process. This is
because deposit formation can be considered as an interaction between deposit and heat
transfer surface (Zhao and Wang, 2005), in particular the initial fouling rate. Different
materials have different characteristic properties which may promote or reduce fouling.
(Islam, 1972; Helalizadeh, 2002)
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Fig. 4.10 Fouling resistance of the plain S.S and Cu tubes for different heat fluxes and a
CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.11 Fouling rate of the plain S.S and Cu tubes for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.10 compares the fouling resistance for the plain stainless steel and copper tubes
for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. Unlike its superior clean heat
transfer performance, the copper plain tube now shows a significantly higher fouling
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resistance for all heat fluxes when compared with those of stainless steel. Having considered
the initial fouling curves in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for stainless steel and copper tubes, it is
obvious that the second fouling region disappears in case of copper tubes, especially at high
heat fluxes of 200 and 300 kW/m2. The results already shown in Figure 4.10 are presented in
Figure 4.11 in terms of fouling rate R f defined as
R f 

R f , t2  R f , t1
t 2  t1

(4.3)

where t1, t2 denote time at the beginning and end of the linear part of the fouling resistance
versus time curve in the third region of each fouling curve. In Figure 4.11 both stainless steel
and copper tubes exhibit similar overall trends i.e. by increasing heat flux the fouling rate
increases but stainless steel clearly experiences lower fouling rates at all heat fluxes. The
higher fouling resistance and fouling rate of copper compared with stainless steel can be
explained as follows:


As already mentioned above in section 4.1.1.3, the higher thermal conductivity of the
copper leads to more active nucleation sites and hence a higher tendency to foul.



Surface free energy of the tube material plays a significant role in fouling of heat transfer
surfaces under boiling conditions. Müller-Steinhagen and Zhao (1997), and Bonhorst et al.
(1999) found that the higher the surface energy the more severe adhesion would be and
vice versa. Copper has a significantly higher surface energy (70 mN/m) than stainless
steel (38 mN/m) (Förster et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2009). Thus it can be expected that the
copper tube exhibits poorer antifouling behaviour than the stainless steel tube.

4.2

Finned tubes

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the investigated finned tubes are low finned tubes with
various fin densities and fin heights. The fin densities are 19, 26 and 40 fins per inch with a
fin pitch of 1.35, 1.0, and 0.64 mm, respectively. The heights of the fins are 1.5 and 1mm and
they are made from Cu-Ni alloy and Cu as substrates. As for the previous section, clean and
fouling experiments for finned tubes will also be compared with those for plain tubes.

4.2.1

Clean heat transfer coefficient

Pool boiling heat transfer experiments were performed for the copper-nickel and copper
finned tubes for distilled water. Similar to results presented in the preceding section, the
experiments were carried out by decreasing the heat flux from the maximum value of 300 to 5
kW/m2.
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Fig. 4.12 Clean heat transfer coefficient for finned Cu-Ni tubes during boiling of distilled
water
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Fig. 4.13 Heat flux versus wall superheat for finned Cu-Ni tubes during boiling of distilled
water

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the measured pool boiling heat transfer coefficients and wall
superheat as a function of heat flux for finned copper-nickel tubes compared with the plain
stainless steel tube. The finned tubes provide a higher heat transfer coefficient and lower wall
superheat. For heat fluxes below 40 kW/m2, nevertheless, the finned copper-nickel tubes show
no significant improvement either in heat transfer coefficient or wall superheat compared to
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the plain tube. This may be related to the effect of reduced surface temperatures (due to low
heat flux) and the moderate thermal conductivity of copper-nickel (45 W/m.K) which may be
not enough to activate the available nucleation sites.
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Fig. 4.14 Clean heat transfer coefficient for finned copper tubes during boiling of distilled
water
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Fig. 4.15 Heat flux versus wall superheat for finned copper tubes during boiling of distilled
water
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Figures 4.14 and 4.15 demonstrate similar trends for the structured copper tubes with 19
and 40 fpi. It is evident that finned copper tubes show higher boiling performance compared
with plain ones even at low heat fluxes. The higher thermal conductivity of copper (400
W/m.K) may be responsible for this phenomenon by activating more nucleation sites even at
low heat fluxes.
At a higher heat flux of 250 kW/m2, the finned copper tube with 19 fpi shows a somewhat
lower boiling performance compared with the plain tube. No explanation can be offered for
this phenomenon due to the very high bubble density on the surface which made it difficult to
record any video suitable for image analysis. However, Pulido (1984) reported that for 19 and
26 fpi finned copper tubes at higher heat fluxes, an increased wall superheat leads to the
formation of more bubbles at the base of fins to an extent that this area is almost fully covered
by the bubbles. This prevents the flow of liquid to the base areas which in turn may result in a
deterioration of heat transfer. Therefore, the clean boiling heat transfer coefficient of finned
tubes can only be improved compared with the plain tube as long as liquid can access the tube
base.
Figure 4.16 compares bubble characteristics on the finned tubes with those of plain tubes
during pool boiling of distilled water for various heat fluxes. For the same heat flux, finned
tubes show a higher number of bubbles compared with the plain tubes.
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Fig. 4.16 Bubble behaviour during boiling of pure water on a plain and 19 fpi finned tube at
different heat fluxes

The reliability of the present experimental results for finned tubes has been confirmed by
comparison with published work, e.g. Ayub and Bergles (1987), Bajorek (1988), and Yilmaz
and Westwater (1981). Figure 4.17 compares previous experimental results with those of the
present work in terms of heat flux versus wall superheat. Good agreement, in particular at
lower heat fluxes, exists between the present results and those in the literatures.
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Fig. 4.17 Comparison of published and present experimental results for the 19 fpi copper tube
with distilled water
4.2.2

Fouling experiments

4.2.2.1 Effect of heat flux

As shown in the preceding section for plain tubes, the heat flux can substantially influence
the deposition process due to its effect on microlayer supersaturation beneath bubbles.
However, the experimental results for finned tubes show quite different trends of fouling
compared to those of plain tubes for similar operating conditions. Figures 4.18 and 4.19

demonstrate the variation of fouling resistance as a function of time for a finned tube at
different heat fluxes and CaSO4 concentrations of 1.6 and 1.2 g/L. The experimental results
underline that:
1. The shape of the finned tube fouling curve can be described as “asymptotic” i.e.
reaches an asymptote after a certain period of time.
2. The negative impact of higher heat fluxes on fouling is noticeable for the finned tube,
but somewhat unexpected. In particular, the results for the heat flux of 300 kW/m2
display a peculiar trend, i.e. the fouling resistance is lower than that for 200 kW/m2,
contradicting the results that were shown in the preceding section for plain surfaces. In
Figure 4.18 for a high heat flux of 300 kW/m2, the fouling resistance is lower than that
for 200 kW/m2 due to the effect of bubble generation and fin geometrical properties on
the deposit adhesion.
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3. For a low heat flux of 100 kW/m2, the fouling resistance fluctuates around zero. The
reason for this is related to bubble behaviour i.e. bubbles that are coming from the side
and bottom part of the finned tube generate high shear on the fin sides as they make
their way from the fin base to the bulk liquid.
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Fig. 4.18 Fouling resistance on a finned Cu-Ni tube versus time for different heat fluxes and a
concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.19 Fouling resistance on a finned Cu-Ni tube versus time for different heat fluxes and a
concentration of 1.2 g/L
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For finned tubes, the “wiping action” of bubbles which can be created between two
parallel fins can reduce deposit formation further in particular for low heat fluxes. The
bubbles departing from the fin base create a drag force behind them, thus the exerted shear
and drag help to remove frail deposits from the fin and base surfaces. Accordingly, based on
visual observations which are schematically illustrated in Figure 4.20, this phenomenon can
be described in the following steps:
bubbles

deposit

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 4.20 Descriptive sketch of the effect of bubble formation on scale deposition

(1) A small bubble generated on the base surface of fins like that on the plain tube leads to the
formation of a thin layer of deposit beneath the bubble.
(2) The subsequently generated bubbles also depart from the base in a spherical shape and
leave behind a thicker layer of scale.
(3) At the same time the departing bubbles generate a vortex in their wake with additional
turbulence that may wash away the frail deposit layer from the base. The magnitude of
turbulence can be intensified by the generation of subsequent bubbles. Due to the wiping
action of these bubbles, only a thin fouling layer builds up on the fin sides.
A set of high-speed video recordings were taken to discern the strong effect of bubble
formation mechanisms on fouling of finned tubes which are shown in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21a shows two typical pictures of bubble motion on finned and plain tubes for
distilled water at a heat flux of 200 kW/m². Not surprisingly there are more bubbles on the
finned tube. These bubbles that are originating from the side and bottom part of the finned
tube and generate a higher degree of turbulence than around plain tubes. In addition bubble
growth and detachment sequences on finned tubes during boiling of distilled water at a low
heat flux of 30 kW/m² are shown in Figure 4.21b. A bubble that is nucleated at the base of a
fin grows until it detaches from the fins, generating a drag force in this process.
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finned tube

plain tube

(a) Bubble formation mechanisms during boiling for a plain and finned tube at a heat flux
of 200 kW/m².

bubble nucleation

bubble growing

bubble detachment

(b) Single bubble growth on a finned tube during boiling at heat flux of 30 kw/m2
Fig. 4.21 Comparison of bubble mechanisms during boiling of distilled water for a plain and a
finned tube

clean tube

fouled tube at 300 kW/m2

fouled tube at 200 kW/m2

fouled tube at 100 kW/m2
Fig. 4.22 Pictures of fouled 19 fpi Cu-Ni finned tube for different heat fluxes and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Figure 4.22 shows typical pictures of the fouled Cu-Ni tubes for various heat fluxes
ranging from 100 to 300 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L, taken at the end of the
fouling tests shown in Figure 4.18. The pictures clearly highlight the effect of heat flux on the
deposit layer of the finned tubes. At a low heat flux of 100 kW/m2, the deposit layer is only
thin and consists of fine particles. It is also very noticeable that most fouling occurs on the
base of the fins i.e., between the fins rather than on the sides of fins.

4.2.2.2 Effect of CaSO4 concentration

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the strong influence of calcium sulphate concentration on the
fouling behaviour of the finned Cu-Ni tubes for heat fluxes of 200 and 300 kW/m2,
respectively. For 200 kW/m2 and 1.6 g/L concentration, Figure 4.23 shows that the fouling
resistance reaches an asymptotic value after 1200 minutes, while for 1.2 g/L an asymptotic
value is reached after approximately 300 minutes. Figure 4.24 indicates a similar behaviour
for a heat flux of 300 kW/m2, but with a lower reduction in the asymptotic fouling resistance
of only about 35%.
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Fig. 4.23 Effect of CaSO4 concentration on the fouling resistance of a finned tube for a heat
flux of 200 kW/m2
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Fig. 4.24 Effect of CaSO4 concentration on the fouling resistance of a finned tube for a heat
flux of 300 kW/m2

The reduction of CaSO4 concentration leads to lower supersaturation in the microlayer
beneath bubbles. Consequently the surface reaction rate of calcium sulphate at the heat
transfer surface decreases according to the following equation.
m d  k r (Cbb  C * ) n

(4.4)

where kr is the reaction rate constant, n is the order of the reaction, Cbb is concentration
beneath the bubbles and C* is the saturation concentration calculated for the surface
temperature. In addition, the increasing CaSO4 concentration results in a lower heat transfer
coefficient due to changes in the bubble formation mechanism associated with the changing in
physical properties of the solution, particularly the surface tension (Malayeri et al., 2005).
Figure 4.25 depicts typical pictures of the fouled Cu-Ni finned tubes for two different heat
fluxes and concentrations of 1.2 and 1.6 g/L which were taken at the end of each fouling run
i.e. after 1400 min. The fouling layer for 1.6 g/L is homogenous (mostly on the base surface)
and thicker than that one for 1.2 g/L for both heat fluxes of 200 and 300 kW/m2. Contrariwise
for 1.2 g/L, the fouled tubes show a scattered and thin deposit layer only on the base surface.
It should be pointed out that the effect of salt concentration is more pronounced for 300
kW/m2, where the tube surface remained almost clean for the lower concentration of 1.2 g/L.
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(a) fouled tube at 300 kW/m² and 1.6 g/L

(b) fouled tube at 300 kW/m² and 1.2 g/L

(c) fouled tube at 200 kW/m² and 1.6 g/L

(d) fouled tube at 200 kW/m2 and 1.2 g/L

Fig. 4.25 Effect of CaSO4 concentration on the deposit layer on the 19 fpi Cu-Ni tube for heat
fluxes of 300 and 200 kW/m2
4.2.2.3 Effect of fin density

For clean conditions, fin properties such as fin density and fin height play a significant
rule in augmentation of the heat transfer coefficient as long as they can provide wetted
surfaces. As reported above, 19 and 26 fpi (750 and 1026 fins per meter) finned tubes are the
most frequently used types in industrial boiling processes (Trewin, 1992). To study the effect
of fin density under fouling conditions, finned Cu-Ni tubes with 19 and 26 fpi tubes were
used as well as copper tubes with 19 and 40 fpi. Before analyzing the effect of fin density
with fouling, it is first necessary to discern how fin density influences heat transfer under
clean boiling conditions with distilled water as working fluid.
Figure 4.26 shows the clean heat transfer coefficients to boiling distilled water versus the
heat flux for 19 and 26 fpi Cu-Ni tubes as well as 19 and 40 fpi copper tubes. For the Cu-Ni
tubes, the heat transfer coefficients for the 26 fpi tube are only marginally higher than those
for the 19 fpi tube. For the copper tubes, the tube with 40 fpi produces higher heat transfer
coefficients than the 19 fpi tube but not more than 10%.
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Fig. 4.26 Effect of fin density on clean heat transfer coefficient for Cu-Ni 19 and 26 fpi and
Cu 19 and 40 fpi tubes during boiling of distilled water
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Fig. 4.27 Effect of fin density on fouling behaviour of 19 and 26 fpi tubes for a heat flux of
300 kW/m2 and a concentration of 1.6 g/L

This implies that fin density has only a minor impact on the thermal performance during
boiling of distilled water within the range of operating conditions investigated in this study.
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Figure 4.27 shows the effect of fin density on the fouling resistance of the 19 and 26 fpi
Cu-Ni tubes for 300 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. The presented results
clearly demonstrate the strong effect of fin spacing on fouling, unlike its negligible effect on
clean heat transfer. A reduction of 45% in fouling resistance is noticeable for the 26 fpi tube
over the19 fpi.
Similarly, Figure 4.28 shows the effect of fin density on the fouling resistance of the 19
and 40 fpi copper tubes for a heat flux of 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. It
is obvious that by increasing the fin density from 19 to 40 fpi, a reduction in fouling
resistance of 85% occurred. This figure clearly highlights the effect of fin density on fouling
resistance during all operational times of the test. For instance, the fouling resistance after 20
hours for the 19 fpi tube (6×10-5 m2K/W) is much higher than the corresponding value
(4.2×10-6 m2K/W) for the 40 fpi tube.
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Fig. 4.28 Effect of fin density on fouling behaviour of 19 and 40 fpi copper tubes for a heat
flux of 250 kW/m2 and a concentration of 1.6 g/L

There are several hypotheses that may account for such distinctive behaviour under clean
and fouling conditions, i.e.:


By decreasing the gap between the fins, the shear forces from the detaching bubbles to the
fin areas will increase, enforcing the wiping action of the bubbles and increasing the
deposit removal rate.
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As the fin density is increased, the remaining area at the fin base is reduced. As stated
before, this is the main area where deposition was found to occur, while hardly or small
amount of fouling remains attached to the fins themselves.



By increasing the fin density (i.e. area), more nucleation sites are available that may
produce bubbles. This leads invariably to a higher degree of turbulence that would help
increase the removal rate.



Tentative visual observations using high speed imaging show that as the fin density
increases the bubble size gets smaller and its detachment is faster which in turn increases
the exerted shear force. As a result any scattered and fragile fouling layers between
adjacent fins may be washed away more easily. However more quantitative experimental
results are needed to justify these observations.



The majority of bubbles is generated in the gap between two fins and smaller bubbles are
generated by decreasing this gap. Smaller bubbles have reduced concentration effect in
the microlayer beneath bubbles.

The effect of fin density on supersaturation of the microlayer will be discussed intensively in
Chapter 5.
Figure 4.29a shows typical pictures of the fouled 19 and 26 fpi Cu-Ni tubes taken at the
end of each test run for the same operating conditions with 300 kW/m². The 26 fpi finned tube
shows a scattered and even thinner deposit layer than the 19 fpi tube. For both tube types, the
observations also confirm that the deposit layer is somewhat thicker on the bottom of the tube
than on its top. This may be due to the lower surface temperature of the upper side of the tube
as a result of much quicker detachment of bubbles.
Pictures of the fouled 19 and 40 fpi copper tubes for 250 kW/m2 and 1.6 g/L are shown in
Figure 4.29b. For the 19 fpi tube, a homogenous and thick fouling layer exists on the base
surface between the fins and a thin layer covered the sides and tips of the fins. Contrariwise,
for the 40 fpi tube a very thin layer occurred on the tip of the fins with few scattered deposits
on the base surface between the fins. For both tube materials, nevertheless, cleaning after
fouling runs revealed that the deposit layer could be removed easily by boiling the fouled
tubes in distilled water.
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(a) fouled 19 and 26 fpi Cu-Ni tubes for a heat flux of 300 kW/m²
40 fpi Cu

19 fpi Cu

(b) fouled 19 and 40 fpi copper tubes for a heat flux of 250 kW/m²
Fig. 4.29 Effect of fin density on deposit layer of Cu and Cu-Ni finned tubes for a
concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figures 4.30 and 4.31 are presented to provide more details about the performance of the
finned tubes over the plain tube, as well as about the effect of fin density under fouling
conditions. Data included in both figures have been obtained after 1350 min of experimental
time. At this time, the finned tubes have reached their asymptotic fouling resistances within
the range of investigated heat fluxes. For the plain tube, however, asymptotic fouling
resistances have only been found for a heat flux of 100 kW/m2; and for the higher heat fluxes
the fouling runs were terminated as the surface temperature exceeded its maximum set value.
Figure 4.30 shows for the plain tube a strong reduction of heat transfer coefficient by 50%
and 75% for heat fluxes of 100 and 300 kW/m2, respectively. For the finned tubes, only 2%
reduction of heat transfer coefficient occurred for the low heat flux of 100 kW/m2. For higher
heat fluxes of 200 and 300 kW/m2, the 26 fpi tube experienced the smallest reduction of 15%
and 8%, respectively, while the 19 fpi tube had a still moderate reduction of 25% and 20%,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.30 Relative drop of heat transfer coefficient versus heat flux after 1350 min of
operation for the 19 and 26 fpi Cu-Ni tubes and the plain tube, at a CaSO4 concentration of
1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.31 Fouling resistance ratio versus heat flux after 1350 min of operation for the 19 and
26 fpi Cu-Ni tubes for a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

Likewise, Figure 4.31 shows the ratio of the fouling resistance of the finned tubes to that
of the plain tube after 1350 minutes of run time, as a function of heat flux for a CaSO4
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concentration of 1.6 g/L. From this figure, the superior performance of the 26 fpi tube as
compared to the 19 fpi tube is evident. The best performance of finned tubes occurs at 100
kW/m2 where the fouling resistances for both finned tubes are only 1% of that of the plain
tube under similar operating conditions. The fouling resistance ratio increases as the heat flux
goes up, but still reaches only approximately 9% as its maximum value, which demonstrates
the superiority of finned tubes over plain tubes. Moreover, the performance of the 26 fpi tube
exceeds that of the 19 fpi tube under the same operating conditions.

4.2.2.4 Effect of fin height

Generally speaking, an increase in fin height tends to improve heat transfer due to
increased surface area with the simultaneous decrease in average surface temperature.
Nevertheless, Yau et al. (1985) reported that care must be taken for the fin height to stay
within the optimum values of 1.6 mm for boiling applications to avoid low fin efficiency
(refer to Chapter 2, section 2.2.2).
To investigate the effect of fin height on fouling of finned tubes, two finned copper tubes
with the same fin density of 40 fpi and different fin heights of 1.5 mm and 1 mm were
examined under the same operating conditions. To obtain better insight into the effect of fin
height on the fouling behaviour of finned tubes during boiling, it is essential to investigate at
first the effect of fin height under clean conditions i.e. during boiling of distilled water.
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Fig. 4.32 Effect of fin height on clean heat transfer coefficient for 40 fpi copper tubes during
boiling of distilled water
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Figure 4.32 illustrates how the boiling heat transfer coefficient for distilled water changes
with heat flux for the 40 fpi copper tubes with different fin heights of 1.5 and 1 mm, as well
as for a plain copper tube. For heat fluxes below 150 kW/m2, the heat transfer coefficients for
the tube with a fin height of 1.5 mm are somewhat higher than for a fin height of 1 mm. The
increased total surface area with the associated decrease in surface temperature can be
accounted for this trend. At high heat fluxes the finned tube with high fin height of 1.5 mm
performed only marginally better with respect to the heat transfer coefficient. As elucidated
earlier in the previous section, the reason for this may be the effect of overcrowding with
bubbles at high heat fluxes. The small gaps between the fins restrict the departure of bubbles
and hence the replenishment with liquid, which negatively affects the heat transfer (Ayub,
1986). However, the figure implies the minor impact of the fin height on the thermal
performance during boiling of distilled water at high heat fluxes as investigated in this study.
Figure 4.33 shows the variation of fouling resistance with time for 40 fpi copper tubes
with fin heights of 1.0 and 1.5 mm at 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L.
Unlike the data shown in Figure 4.32 for clean conditions, the curves plotted in Figure 4.33
clearly indicate that different fouling propensities exist for the two 40 fpi tubes. The fouling
runs were continued for more than 10 days to establish the impact of fin height, i.e. to detect if
they may reach their asymptote. It is apparent that the tube with a low fin height of 1 mm
showed a different fouling behaviour than the tube with 1.5 mm fin height. The fouling
behaviour of each tube can be explained by dividing the main fouling curves into sub-fouling
regions presented individually in Figure 4.34:


During the first 9 hrs (Figure 4.34a), the tube with the fin height of 1.5 mm shows a higher
fouling resistance than the tube of 1 mm fin height, for which the fouling resistance
remained close to zero.



The second region is part of the “linear fouling region” for both tube types as shown in
Figure 4.34b. The fouling resistances for both finned tubes increased linearly, but the low
fin height tube maintains a lower fouling resistance. It should also be pointed out that
during this period small spots of deposit begin to appear on the tube surface of the low fin
height tube. These spots tend to close some of the gaps between fins which caused the
fouling resistance to increase. For the tube with a fin height of 1.5 mm, no spots have been
observed.
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Fig. 4.33 Effect of fin height on fouling behaviour of 40 fpi copper tubes for a heat flux of
250 kW/m2 and a concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.34 Different fouling stages during fouling of 40 fpi copper tubes for a heat flux of 250
kW/m2 and a concentration of 1.6 g/L
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The third region is the asymptotic fouling region for the tube with 1.5 mm fin height while
the fouling resistance for the tube with 1.0 mm continues to increase linearly. These
different trends can be seen in Figure 4.34c. The fouling resistance of the tube with high
fin height has reached its asymptotic value of 1.8810-5 m2K/W. The reason for the
interesting fouling behaviour of the low fin height tube at this time is the increased
number of spotted and blocked area which diminishes the activity of the fins. For the tube
with larger fin height, no blocked areas were observed on the tube surface probably due
the reduced surface temperature along the fin height.



The last region is part of the “linear fouling region” (Figure 4.34d). For the tube with low
fin height, this region is basically a continuation of the linear fouling region but with
slightly increased slope.

Typical pictures of the fouled tubes taken at the end of each test run have already been
presented in Figure 4.33. For the tube with low fin height the fouling layer blocked the gaps
between fins until it reached the top of the fins. It was also observed during cleaning of this
tube that it was difficult to remove the fouling layer due to its strong adhesion to the fins.

4.2.2.5 Effect of fin material

To investigate the effect of fin material on the fouling of finned tubes, two materials of
copper and copper-nickel tubes were investigated. As stated before, at first the behaviour of
the two tube materials under clean pool boiling conditions is investigated. Figures 4.35 and
4.36 show the variation of clean boiling heat transfer coefficient and wall superheat as a
function of heat flux for both materials with distilled water as working fluid. The two copper
and copper-nickel tubes have the same fin density and fin height of 19 fpi and 1.5 mm. At
heat fluxes below 200 kW/m2, the finned copper tube showed a better performance (in terms
of heat transfer coefficient and wall superheat) compared with the copper nickel tube. At heat
fluxes above 200 kW/m2, no substantial difference in heat transfer coefficient was noticed.
As indicated earlier for plain tubes, the thermo-physical properties, e.g. thermal
conductivity, of the surface material affect nucleate boiling performance. For the finned tubes,
heat is transferred from the base to the fins by conduction and from the fins to the fluid either
by convective boiling or nucleate boiling depending on the heat flux.
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Fig. 4.35 Effect of fin material on clean heat transfer coefficients for 19 fpi tubes during
boiling of distilled water
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Fig. 4.36 Effect of fin material on wall superheat for 19 fpi tubes during boiling of distilled
water

Figure 4.37 compares fouling resistances as a function of time for copper and coppernickel tubes at different heat fluxes and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6g/L. For all heat fluxes
of 100, 200 and 300 kW/m2 the finned copper-nickel tubes showed significantly lower fouling
resistances than on the copper tubes.
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Fig. 4.37 Effect of fin material on fouling behaviour of 19 fpi finned tubes at different heat
fluxes and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.38 shows typical pictures of the fouled 19 fpi copper and copper-nickel tubes for
a heat flux of 300 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L, taken at the end of the
fouling runs. The finned copper-nickel tube shows a somewhat more scattered and less
homogenous fouling deposit than the copper tube. In addition, the fouling layer is mainly on
the tube base, with only a thin layer on the fin sides but certainly no fouling on the fin tip,
while for the copper tube the fouling layer covered the complete tube surface including fins.

fouled 19 fpi Cu tube

fouled 19 fpi Cu-Ni tube

Fig. 4.38 Effect of fin material on deposit layer on finned tubes for a heat flux of 300 kW/m2
and a concentration of 1.6 g/L

The relative reduction in both, asymptotic fouling resistance Rf,asym and fouling rate R f ,
for copper-nickel and copper tubes were calculated using the following equations:
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R f ,Cu

(4.5)
asym

R f ,Cu  Ni  R f ,Cu
R

(4.6)

f ,Cu

In these equations, the fouling rates and asymptotic resistances for Cu and Cu-Ni were
drawn from fouling curves shown in Figure 4.37, which are calculated in the same way as
previously described in section 4.1.2.3. The calculated values are presented in Figure 4.39 as a
function of heat flux. Higher reduction in asymptotic fouling resistances as well as in fouling
rates can be seen (for copper-nickel tubes with respect to those for copper tubes) at all
investigated heat fluxes. For instance, for 100 kW/m2, the fouling resistance and fouling rate
for copper-nickel tube was reduced by 97% and 90% with respect to those of copper,
respectively. This can be attributed to 1) the effect of thermal conductivity and 2) the effect of
surface energy of the tube material. In the following sections, these effects are discussed in
more detail.
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Fig. 4.39 Effect of fin material on fouling reduction for 19 fpi Cu and Cu-Ni tubes
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4.2.2.5.1 Effect of thermal conductivity of fin material

The temperature gradient across the fin is a prime parameter that may affect the deposition
on the fin. It is dependent on base temperature and fin thermal conductivity. Due to the high
thermal conductivity of copper, the temperature along the fin is closer to its base temperature
than in the case of copper-nickel fin. Thus deposition due to salt supersaturation occurs on the
sides of copper fins, but to a lesser extent on the sides of copper-nickel fins.
To confirm this, the temperature distribution along the fin is calculated for the copper and
copper-nickel tubes for the same clean boiling conditions with 200 kW/m2 by solving the
respective heat transfer equations numerically for the radial fin. The measured values of the
surface temperatures and heat transfer coefficients at the fin base are used for these
calculations. The numerical procedures can be found in detail in Chapter 5. Figure 4.40 shows
the calculated temperature distribution along the fin in terms of fin temperature “T” versus the
distance “x” from the fin base. At the same fin height, the temperature of the copper fin is
significantly higher than that of the copper-nickel fin.
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Fig. 4.40 Effect of fin material on temperature distribution along the fin height during boiling
on 19 fpi tubes in distilled water at a heat flux of 200 kW/m2
4.2.2.5.2 Effect of surface energy

Similar to plain tubes, the surface energy of the heat transfer surface plays a significant
role in foulant adhesion to the surface. The surface energy of the plain Cu-Ni surface was
measured using a Drop Shape Analyser (DSA) at ITW, and found to be 37.7 mN/m which is
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significantly lower than that of Cu (70 mN/m). Consequently, the finned Cu-Ni tubes are
expected to foul less than the finned Cu tubes.

4.2.3

Comparisons between plain and finned tubes

The important feature of finned tubes is their low fouling behaviour in comparison to
plain tubes when subjected to similar operating conditions. As reported by McKetta (1992),
the good performance of finned tubes over plain tubes is not only due to the increased number
of nucleation sites and generated bubbles but also due to the increased surface area.
Figure 4.41 compares the fouling resistance for the finned copper-nickel tube and the
plain stainless steel tube for a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L and heat fluxes of 100 kW/m2,
and 300 kW/m2. At 300 kW/m2, the finned tube fouling resistance increases slowly with time
until it reaches an asymptotic value of 1x10-5 m2K/W after about 1200 minutes. For the plain
tube, it increases rapidly until the surface temperature of the heater reaches its maximum
value of 170oC after approximately 950 minutes, after which the power supply was shut-off
with a fouling resistance of 1.57x10-4 m2K/W. It is evident that the fouling resistance could be
reduced by 95% by using a finned tube instead of a plain one.
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Fig. 4.41 Comparison of fouling resistance for the plain S.S and finned Cu-Ni tubes at 100
and 300 kW/m2 for a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

As discussed before, the reason for this attributes to the effect of the generated bubbles on
the finned tube, which provide high shear on the fin sides during their way from the base to
the bulk. The associated effect which is known as “wiping action” of the bubbles may
improve removal of the initial deposits on the fin sides. Furthermore, it was observed that
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bubbles generated on the finned tubes are more spherical with shorter attachment time
compared to those on plain tubes which are generally of elliptical shapes. Accordingly, a
smaller surface temperature gradient (Ts – Tb) exists for the finned tubes in comparison to
those of plain tubes. In addition, the presence of the fins itself reduces the tube surface
temperature significantly compared with heat transfer from a plain tube. This tends to reduce
the fouling rate due to reduced supersaturation and reaction rate. The shape of fouling
resistance curve for a low heat flux of 100 kW/m2 is different to that at a high heat flux of 300
kW/m2, as shown in the same figure. In this case, the fouling resistances for the finned tube
fluctuate approximately around zero. The effect of both low surface temperature and the
aforementioned mechanism of bubble behaviour should account for this trend. Similar
behaviour for the copper finned and plain tubes is demonstrated in Figure 4.42.
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Fig. 4.42 Comparison of fouling resistance for plain and finned Cu tubes at different heat
fluxes and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.43 presents typical pictures of the fouled plain and finned tubes taken at the end
of each fouling run for the same heat flux of 200 kW/m2. The plain tubes show a continuous
and homogenous thick layer of CaSO4 deposits, while for the finned tubes it was only a thin
deposit layer.
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fouled 19 fpi Cu-Ni finned tube

fouled plain S.S tube

fouled 19 fpi Cu finned tube

fouled plain Cu tube

Fig. 4.43 Pictures of fouled plain and finned tubes at heat flux of 200 kW/m2 and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.44 shows the appearance of the plain and finned tubes at the beginning and the
end of a fouling test run with 200 kW/m2 heat flux and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 concentration. The
fouling layer on the plain tube can clearly be seen while for the finned tube it is difficult to
see. The presence of the thick fouling layer on the plain tube decreases the nucleation site
density and number of bubbles.

plain tube at time =3 min

finned tube at time =3 min

plain tube at time =1600 min

finned tube at time =1600 min

Fig. 4.44 Effect of fouling on bubble generation for the plain and finned tubes during boiling
of 1.6 g/L CaSO4 solution with a heat flux of 200 kW/m²
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To evaluate the performance of finned tubes over plain tubes under fouling conditions,
two important performance ratios of heat transfer coefficient and fouling resistance were
calculated and shown in Figures 4.45 and 4.46.
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The presented results were taken after 1350 min of experimental time. At this time, the
finned tubes had reached their asymptotic value while for the plain tube, this was only
achieved for 100 kW/m2. For the higher heat fluxes, the plain tube fouling runs were
terminated once the surface temperature exceeded its maximum set value. Figure 4.45 shows
the ratio of fouled to clean (at time zero) heat transfer coefficients (αf/αo) for the finned and
the plain tubes as a function of heat flux for a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L after 1350
minutes of run time. For the plain tube, the heat transfer coefficient is reduced by 50% and
75% for heat fluxes of 100 and 300 kW/m2, respectively. For the finned tube, it was only 2%
and 15% for the same heat fluxes.
Figure 4.46 shows the ratio of the fouling resistance of the finned tube to that of the plain
tube after 1350 minutes of run time as a function of heat flux for two different concentrations
of 1.2 and 1.6 g/L. From this figure, the superior performance of the finned tube as compared
to the plain tube is evident. The best performance of the finned tube occurs at the low heat
flux of 100 kW/m2, where the fouling resistances for the finned tube are only 1% of those of
the plain tube at high and low concentrations. The fouling resistance ratio increases as the
heat flux goes up, but still reaches only approximately 9% which undoubtedly demonstrates
the superiority of finned tubes over plain tubes.
The better fouling performance of finned tube over plain tubes can be related to:
1. The lower surface temperature provided by the extended surface of the fins. For
instance at a heat flux of 300 kW/m2 during boiling of distilled water, the finned tubes
showed a reduction in superheat (at fin base) by 2K over the plain tube. This reduces
the main driving forces of crystallization fouling, namely the supersaturation and
kinetics.
2. Bubble growth and detachment on the finned tubes differ substantially from plain
tubes. Due to the larger number of nucleation sites, more bubbles are generated from
fin areas leading to a higher degree of turbulence which improves removal of the
initial crystals from the surface.
3. The wiping action of bubbles growing at the base of the fins and moving along the fin
surfaces.
4. The fins themselves can be considered as knife edges which inhibit the formation of a
continuous and strongly attached fouling layer, hence promoting a scattered deposit
pattern which is more susceptible to removal by shear forces.
5. The thermal expansion and contraction of the fins during operation create a natural
“self cleaning effect” which can break the fouling layer.
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Reproducibility of fouling runs and cleanability of the finned tubes

Reproducibility of the experimental fouling results under the same operating conditions is
an important parameter to ascertain the fouling behaviour of the heat transfer surfaces. To
evaluate the reproducibility of fouling on finned tubes, each experiment was repeated twice
for the same operating conditions. Figure 4.47 shows the two sets of experiments with finned
tubes for both 200 and 300 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. It can be seen from
this figure that both fouling trials approximately provide the same order of magnitude of
fouling resistances and identical fouling trends. This confirms the consistency of the fouling
runs.
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Fig. 4.47 Reproducibility of finned tube experiments for heat fluxes of 300 and 200 kW/m²
and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

Each industrial heat exchanger must be cleaned after a certain period of operation. Thus it
is important to study the effectiveness of cleaning; i.e. the heat exchanger performance after
cleaning. To study the cleanability of the test tubes, the fouled finned tube was cleaned by
removing the fouling deposits from it and re-investigating it under identical operating
conditions. The cleaning procedures were carried out by i) boiling the fouled tube in a dilute
solution of 0.05 citric acid to make the deposits more fragile; ii) removing the fragile fouling
layer from the base surface between fins using a plastic brush; and iii) cleaning the tube using
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acetone, then re-boiling it in distilled water to wash away any remaining acetone and other
small particles between fins. For all the investigated finned tubes, the above cleaning
procedure worked out well except for the low fin height, 40 fpi tube. For this tube the normal
plastic brush was not sufficient to remove the deposit layer completely from the base surface
between fins due to the substantially stronger deposit adhesion to the surface. Instead, a
metallic brush was used to remove the remaining deposits. Nevertheless, care was taken to
prevent scratching of the fins since this may affect the tube fouling behaviour. The cleaned
finned tubes, except those of 40 fpi, are then re-installed for fouling tests under identical
operation conditions to investigate the cleanability of these tubes.
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Fig. 4.48 Cleanability of the finned Cu-Ni tube (19 fpi) for 200 kW/m2 and 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.48 shows the cleanability of the 19 fpi tube in terms of heat transfer coefficient
versus time for a heat flux of 200 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. The heat
transfer coefficient has a similar behaviour for the first and the 2nd test. However, the initial
and final heat transfer coefficients for the first run are 22.37 and 16.95 kW/m2K , respectively.
After cleaning, these values are reduced for the second and third tests as indicated in Figure
4.48. For instance, the reduction in initial heat transfer coefficients after the first and second
cleaning are 9% and 13% respectively.
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Modified finned tubes (Turbo-B)

By mechanical deformation of low finned tubes, it is possible to manufacture a high
density of re-entrant cavities, which can potentially increase heat transfer significantly. One of
these tube types is the “Turbo-B” tube made by Wolverine Tube Inc. Pictures of the copper
Turbo-B tube are shown in Figure 4.49a.

(a) photograph of Turbo-B tube

(b) top view for Turbo-B tube

(c) photograph of the channels

Fig. 4.49 Typical pictures for the Wolverine copper Turbo-B tube

As can be seen, the low fins have been cut longitudinally and then rolled to form
mushroom-like pedestals. Re-entrant passageways are thus formed in a rectangular crosshatch
pattern. The shape of the fins, when viewed from above, is close to rectangular as shown in
Figure 4.49b and c.
This special exterior geometry increases the number of nucleation sites. Turbo-B tubes are
shown to have up to three-fold increase in heat transfer performance over finned tubes
(Thome, 2005 ). Such tubes are presently produced from copper, copper-nickel and lowcarbon steel.

4.3.1

Turbo-B clean boiling performance

The investigated Turbo-B tube is made of copper by modifying the exterior surface of an
original 40 fpi copper tube with a fin height of 1.5 mm. The final manufactured Turbo-B tube
has the same fin density of 40 fpi and finished fin height of 1 mm. The reduction in fin height
is due to the rolling and bending processes (Wolverine Tube, 2004). Figure 4.50 presents the
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clean pool boiling heat transfer coefficients versus heat flux for the Turbo-B tube, as well as
for the 40 fpi and plain copper tubes for the sake of comparison. The experiments were
carried out with decreasing heat flux from a maximum value of 300 kW/m2 to the minimum
possible value.
Turbo-B copper tube
40 fpi copper tube
Plain copper tube
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Fig. 4.50 Heat transfer coefficients on Turbo-B, 40 fpi and plain copper tubes for pool boiling
of distilled water

The Turbo-B tube exhibited superior heat transfer coefficients for all heat fluxes
compared with the plain tube and the original 40 fpi tube. At 250 kW/m2, the Turbo-B shows
an enhancement ratio (αturbo/αplain) of 1.4 and for 50 kW/m2 an enhancement ratio of 2.3.
Subsequent observations were made to investigate the reasons for the superiority of the
Turbo-B tube design.

Plain copper tube

Turbo-B copper tube

Fig. 4.51 Bubble formation during boiling of distilled water on a Turbo-B and a plain copper
tube at a heat flux of 50 kW/m2
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Figure 4.51 shows two pictures of bubbles generated on the Turbo-B and plain tubes
during boiling of distilled water at 50 kW/m2. It can be seen that the surface of the Turbo-B
tube is covered by a much larger number of bubbles than the plain tube.
Furthermore, a large number of bubbles were observed at the bottom of the tube that
swept upward along the circumference after detachment. These bubbles moved on both sides
of the tube. Further bubbles were observed to depart from the channels on both sides as well
as from the top of the tube. In summary, the superior thermal performance of the Turbo-B
tube over the plain tube can be related to:
1. The special geometry and structure of the Turbo-B tube which increases the number of
nucleation sites so that more bubbles are formed on the surface. Additionally, the
longitudinal cutting of the fins provides a high degree of turbulence which enhances
the heat removal.
2. The existence of a high number of re-entrant cavities between fins improves the
generation of bubbles at lower wall superheats i.e. lower heat fluxes.
3. The generated vapour bubbles in the re-entrant cavities move upward due to buoyancy
forces. As these bubbles travel upward around the tube, they can further assist the
removal of larger bubbles from the cavities. This phenomenon is generally referred as
“bubble chimney effect” in which during the movement of a set of bubbles the exerted
force may help to inject more bubbles to move with them. (Pulido, 1984; Eraydin,
1990).
4. The increased surface area provided by the Turbo-B structure (0.2 m2/m) compared
with that of the plain tube (0.06 m2/m) increases the heat transfer performance.

4.3.2

Fouling of Turbo-B tube

Fouling experiments for this tube type were carried out at different heat fluxes for a
calcium sulphate saturation concentration of 1.6 g/L. Figure 4.52 illustrates how the fouling
resistance varies as a function of time for two heat fluxes of 50 and 250 kW/m2. As shown in
this figure, the two experiments were continued for 5 and 9 days, respectively. Evidently,
much of the fouling occurred during the first 20 hours for both heat fluxes. During this period
of time the Turbo-B tube exhibited the same fouling behaviour for both heat fluxes.
The fouling curve for the low heat flux reached an average asymptotic fouling resistance
of 810-6 m2K/W after 30 hrs, and then remained constant until the end of the experiment. For
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250 kW/m2, however, an asymptotic value of 1.3510-5 m2K/W was reached after an
operational time of 130 hrs, which subsequently remained constant for more than 60 hrs.
.
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Fig. 4.52 Fouling resistance of Turbo-B copper tube versus time for two heat fluxes and a
CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L

In addition, visual observations of the bubble behaviour were recorded to discern potential
effects of fouling.
Figure 4.53 shows typical high speed video recordings of bubble motion on the Turbo-B
tube during the fouling experiment with a heat flux of 50 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration
of 1.6 g/L. These videos were taken at the beginning of the experiment, after one day and
after 5 days, respectively. It is obvious that no significant change in the number and size of
the bubbles occurred during the fouling experiment. It can also be postulated that bubbles
originating from the bottom of the tube move along both sides of the tube and may sweep way
any frail deposit from the surface. Accordingly, no fouling layer or even single crystals were
observed during the experiment.
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(a) at the beginning of the experiment

(b) after 1 day

(c) at the end of the experiment (5days)
Fig. 4.53 Effect of fouling on bubble behaviour for the Turbo-B tube during boiling of 1.6 g/L
CaSO4 solution with a heat flux of 50 kW/m²

Fouled Turbo-B tube for 250 kW/m2

Fouled Turbo-B tube for 50 kW/m2

Fig. 4.54 Fouled Turbo-B tubes for 250 and 50 kW/m2 and a concentration of 1.6 g/L

More visual observations were made at the end of fouling runs, which are presented in
Figure 4.54 for heat fluxes of 50 and 250 kW/m2. Overall a very thin layer of deposit was
noticeable on the outer surface of the tubes. No fouling was observed inside the tube cavities
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or between the fins. Finally, the removal of this frail fouling layer was straightforward with
no need for chemicals at all. Instead, wiping the surface with a piece of cloth was sufficient.
Overall, the low-fouling behaviour of Turbo-B tubes can be explained as follows:


Bubbles that originate from the bottom of the tube slide along the sides of the tube and
coalesce to form larger bubbles. During the motion of these bubbles, a high degree of
turbulence is created which assists removal of deposits from the tube surface.



The ejected bubbles departing from the re-entrant cavities produce turbulence and eddies
inside the cavity itself which remove deposition from the inside of cavities.



As shown in Figure 4.55, liquid enters the cavity from the sides of the cavity mouth
producing vapour bubbles. The continuous inflow process can help to remove any scale
from the inside of the cavity i.e. enhance the low-fouling process inside the cavities.
liquid

vapour
bubble
liquid in

liquid in
liquid film
vapour

Fig. 4.55 Schematic representation of the inside of a boiling cavity (Ayub and Bergles, 1988)

4.3.3

Reproducibility of experiments and cleanability of the Turbo-B tube

Similar to section 4.2.4 concerning the reproducibility and cleanability of the fouling runs,
some experiments were also repeated for the Turbo-B tubes. Figure 4.56 shows the fouling
resistances as a function of time for fouled Turbo-B tubes at 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L. Obviously both fouling trials have approximately the same fouling
trend and values of fouling resistance. This may be related to the minimal fouling propensity
of the Turbo-B tubes where deposition occurred on the exterior surface only while the cavities
remained clean.
To study the cleanability of the Turbo-B tube, the fouled tubes were cleaned by the same
method that was already used for the finned tubes (see section 4.2.4). The cleaned tubes were
then re-examined under the same operation conditions.
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Fig. 4.56 Reproducibility of the Turbo-B copper tube for 250 kW/m² and a concentration of
1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.57 Cleanability of the Turbo-B tube for a heat flux of 250 kW/m² and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L

Figure 4.57 shows the cleanability of the Turbo-B tube in terms of heat transfer coefficient
versus time at 250 kW/m2 heat flux and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. Unlike for the
investigated finned tubes, the same qualitative and almost quantitative results were obtained
for both trials. The reduction in heat transfer coefficient after cleaning was calculated for the
beginning and for the end of each run, and was found to be 7% and 4.5%, respectively. This
demonstrates better cleaning performance than for plain and finned tubes.
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Comparison between Turbo-B and low finned tubes

The presence of cavities on Turbo-B tubes increases the number of nucleation sites and
the degree of turbulence created by bubbles which improves heat transfer coefficients by up to
three times over those for plain tubes on the same tube material. As the Turbo-B tube is
manufactured from low finned tubing by modifying its shape, it is essential to compare both
under clean and fouling boiling conditions.

4.3.4.1 Heat transfer to distilled water

Figures 4.58 and 4.59 represent the clean boiling curves in terms of heat transfer
coefficient versus heat flux and heat flux versus wall superheat for all investigated copper
tubes during boiling of distilled water. The Turbo-B tube performs much better than the
finned tubes for the entire domain of heat fluxes. In Figure 4.59, the Turbo-B tube exhibited
the lowest wall superheat for any given heat flux. For instances, the values of the wall
superheat at a heat flux of 200 kW/m2 are 7.8 K, 10.1 K, and 11 K for the Turbo-B tube, 40
fpi finned tube and 19 fpi finned tube, respectively.
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Fig. 4.58 Heat transfer coefficient versus heat flux for various copper tubes during boiling of
distilled water
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Fig. 4.59 Heat flux versus wall superheat for various copper tubes during boiling of distilled
water
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Fig. 4.60 Enhancement ratios versus heat flux for structured tubes during boiling of distilled
water at atmospheric pressure

The enhancement ratio (heat transfer coefficient of enhanced tube to that of the plain tube)
was calculated and presented in Figure 4.60 to improve assessment of the various tube types.
The Turbo-B tube shows significantly higher enhancement ratio than the finned tubes for the
same heat flux. With increasing heat flux, all enhancement ratios are reduced because the
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generation of more bubbles at higher heat fluxes will not notably improve the agitation of the
thermal boundary layer. However, even at high heat fluxes above 200 kW/m2, the Turbo-B
tube still performs significantly better than the finned tubes.

(a) Turbo-B tube

(b) Finned tube [19 fpi]

(c) Plain tube
Fig. 4.61 Bubble behaviour during boiling of distilled water at 50 kW/m2 for the Turbo-B tube
and for plain and 19 fpi tubes

Heat transfer from the Turbo-B tube is not only enhanced by the higher number of
bubbles, but also by bubble behaviour i.e. shape, size and motion. Figure 4.61 presents a
typical high speed video recording of bubbles on the Turbo-B tube, compared with that for
finned and plain tubes. For the Turbo-B tube, bubbles are mostly smaller and
circumferentially distributed along the tube. Contrariwise, only a few bubbles appeared on the
top of the plain and finned tubes. Such circumferential motion of the bubbles may create a
high degree of turbulence which enhances the heat transfer performance of the Turbo-B tubes.
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4.3.4.2 Fouling from saturated CaSO4 solution

Figure 4.62 shows the fouling tendencies for the Turbo-B and 40 fpi tubes for a heat flux
of 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. The fouling resistance for the Turbo-B
tube increases rapidly until it reaches an asymptotic value of 1.410-5 m2K/W.
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Fig. 4.62 Comparison of fouling resistance for Turbo-B tube and two 40 fpi finned tubes at a
heat flux of 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L
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Fig. 4.63 Comparison of fouling resistance for Turbo-B tube and 19 and 40 fpi tubes for heat
flux of 250 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L
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For the 40 fpi tube with 1.5 mm fin height, the fouling resistance also increases with time
until it reaches an asymptotic value of 1.910-5 m2K/W, which is higher than that of the
Turbo-B tube. The 40 fpi tube with 1 mm fin height showed a different fouling behaviour
than the other tubes, in which the fouling curve increased almost linearly due to the presence
of fouling spots which block the gaps between the fins as already explained previously in
section 4.2.2.4. Furthermore, Figure 4.63 shows the fouling resistance during the first 24 hrs
for the Turbo-B tube compared with those for the low fin density tube of 19 fpi. This figure
demonstrates the reduced fouling behaviour for the Turbo-B tube and the 40 fpi tubes over the
low fin density tube with 19 fpi
Even though the structure of deposit layers has been discussed for each individual tube
before, a cumulative comparison for some tubes is presented in Figure 4.64. A picture of the
removed deposits is also shown on the right side of each tube. The Turbo-B tube had a frail
and very thin deposit which occurred only on the outside surface of the tube. The 19 fpi
finned tube showed a ring–shaped fouling layer between fins as well as some deposition at the
fin side. Fore the plain tube, a very dense, thick and uniform fouling layer covers the complete
tube outside.

fouled plain copper tube and removed deposits

fouled 19 fpi copper finned tube and removed deposits

fouled Turbo-B copper tube and removed deposits
Fig. 4.64 Comparison of deposit layer on different tubes for a heat flux of 250 kW/m2 and a
CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L.
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Similar to section 4.2.3, Figure 4.65 shows two performance ratios of fouling resistance
and heat transfer coefficient for the various structured copper tubes for a heat flux of 250
kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. Data plotted in this figure were obtained when
the fouling resistance reached its asymptotic value for each tube type except for 19 fpi and 40
fpi (1 mm fin height) finned tubes where it was increasing continuously. For these two tubes,
data were instead taken at the end of the fouling runs after 24 and 230 hrs for 19 fpi and 40 fpi
tubes, respectively. It can be seen that the Turbo-B tube showed the highest (αf/αo) ratio of
0.77 while the 19 fpi tube showed the lowest one of 0.44. In other words, a reduction in heat
transfer coefficient by 56% could occur for the 19 fpi tube, while for the Turbo-B tube this
was only 22%. The Turbo-B tube showed the smallest fouling resistance ratio of all enhanced
tubes. The superior performance of the Turbo-B tubes compared to those of finned tubes is
evident.
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CHAPTER 5
THEORETICAL STUDY
Chapter 4 presented experimental results on the utilization of various structured tubes that
may potentially enhance boiling heat transfer under clean conditions and with reduced
fouling. However, there is no sound model in the open literature to predict fouling of
structured tubes. To improve this deficiency, the following chapter proposes a new fouling
model for both plain and finned tubes. To achieve this, it is firstly necessary to analyse the
behaviour of structured surfaces under clean conditions and then when deposition occurs.
Thus the following theoretical studies are conducted in tandem:


A model for the clean nucleate pool boiling heat transfer of structured surfaces for
distilled water and CaSO4 solutions.



Development of a rigorous fouling model that is applicable for both plain and structured
surfaces.



A mathematical model to describe the effect of fouling on the thermal performance of the
investigated structured surfaces.

5.1

New correlation for boiling heat transfer coefficients on structured surfaces

Chapter 2 outlines several correlations for the prediction of heat transfer coefficients
during pool boiling of various fluids on plain surfaces. If one of these correlations could be
modified to include structured surfaces, the clean boiling heat transfer coefficient for these
surfaces could be easily predicted. Therefore, a correlation for the prediction of heat transfer
coefficients for the structured surfaces will be developed at first. The correlation will act as
baseline for the latter development of a fouling model.
The Gorenflo correlation (see Equation 2.19 in Chapter 2) is one of the most widely
quoted and well-established correlations for pool boiling. Thus it was modified for application
for structured tubes. The main advantages of Gorenflo correlation over the other pool boiling
correlations presented in chapter 2 are that:
1. it includes the dominant parameters such as heat flux, operating pressure and the
characteristics of the boiling surface and materials in a non-dimensional form;
2. it can also be used to predict the clean heat transfer coefficient of the aqueous
solutions such as aqueous CaSO4 solution. In this case, Gorenflo (2006) suggested
either calculating the reference heat transfer coefficient αo using Stephan and
Preußer’s correlation (1979) or specific measurements.
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Modified Gorenflo correlation for structured surfaces

The modified Gorenflo correlation should generally meet two criteria by considering the
geometric effects of structured tubes and predicting heat transfer coefficients for water and
aqueous CaSO4 solutions. As the superiority of structured surfaces over the plain tubes is at
least partly due to the increased wetted heat transfer surface area and the higher bubble
generation, a new geometrical factor “Fg” can be added to the Gorenflo correlation as the
ratio between the structured surface area and the base surface area:
Fg 

A finned

(5.1)

Asmooth

Afinned and Aplain can be calculated as a function of tube geometrical parameters as follows:
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Referring to the original Gorenflo correlation (see Equation 2.19), the exponent n(pr) in
case of structured surfaces should be lower than that for plain surfaces due to the partial
blockage of the heat transfer area by the growing and ascending bubbles. Accordingly, the
proposed modified Gorenflo correlation can be expressed as:
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where F(pr) and n(pr) follow the original Gorenflo expressions. Exponents “a” and “b” of the
geometrical factor “Fg” in Equation (5.4) are empirical constants and can be obtained through
curve-fitting of experimental results. Referring to Figure 3.5 in which the geometry of the
finned tube is defined, Table 5.1 details the calculated geometrical factors Fg as well as the
geometrical parameters for all investigated finned tubes. The fin density N in Equation (5.2) is
in fins per meter (fpm).
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Table 5.1 Calculated geometrical factor Fg for different structured tubes
Tube parameter

Plain

19 fpi

26 fpi

40 fpi

100

100

100

100

Fin density (N), fpi/fpm

-

19/748

26/1024

40/1575

Fin pitch, (m), mm

-

1.35

1

0.64

Fin height (h), mm

-

1.5

1.5

1.5

Mean fin thickness (sf), mm

-

0.3

0.3

0.3

Fin base diameter (Db), mm

-

15.9

15.9

15.9

Outside diameter (Do), mm

18.9

18.9

18.9

18.9

Area per unit length, m2/m

0.06

0.18

0.22

0.31

1

2.94

3.72

5.27

Tube length (L), mm

Geometrical factor (Fg)

Using the calculated geometrical factors for the investigated structured tubes shown in Table
5.1, the curve-fitting of the experimental data produced the values of 0.2 and 0.38 for
exponents “a” and “b”, respectively. With this, the modified Gorenflo correlation reads:
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Figures 5.1 to 5.4 compare the predicted and experimental results for various tubes during
pool boiling of distilled water and calcium sulphate solution. The reference heat transfer
coefficient αo for distilled water is 6400 W/m2K. For CaSO4 solution, a value of αo = 4900
W/m2K was used (Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 2004; Najibi, 1997).
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Fig. 5.1 Experimental and predicted heat transfer coefficients versus heat flux for pool boiling
of distilled water and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 solution on a plain copper tube
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Fig. 5.2 Experimental and predicted heat transfer coefficients versus heat flux for pool boiling
of distilled water and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 solution on 19 fpi copper tube
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Fig. 5.3 Experimental and predicted heat transfer coefficients versus heat flux for pool boiling
of distilled water and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 solution on 40 fpi copper tube
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Fig. 5.4 Comparison of experimental and predicted heat transfer coefficients for pool boiling
of distilled water and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 solution on plain and finned copper tubes
5.2

Modelling of CaSO4 deposition on finned tubes during pool boiling

Experimental results presented in chapter 4 showed that for the finned tubes fouling
mainly occurs and develops on the base tube between fins while only a very thin fouling layer
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occurred on the fin sides and tip. Whatever the extent of deposition on the fin sides and tip
would be, it is nevertheless important to include this effect in the new model. Figure 5.5
shows the actual and the approximated CaSO4 fouling layer that may occur on finned tubes.
(a) Actual CaSO4 fouling layer

(b) Approximated CaSO4 fouling layer

b

b
CaSO4 deposits

r

ri

reff

ri

Fig. 5.5 Actual and approximated fouling layer occurring on finned tube during boiling of
CaSO4 solution

In Figure 5.5a, the actual fouling layer deposited between fins is considerably thicker than
that found on the fin surfaces (as found experimentally in the previous chapter, in particular
for structured Cu-Ni tubes). This fouling layer can be approximated as shown in Figure 5.5b.
It is therefore assumed that the fouling layer of the finned tube develops only in radial
direction on the base tube with an equivalent effective radius “reff”. As shown in this figure,
“r” is the actual radius of the fouling layer, “reff” is the effective radius of the equivalent
fouling layer and ri is the radius of the finned tube at the base of the fins.
Fouling, in principle, is the net result of two competing processes i.e. the deposition and
removal process:
m net  m d  m r

(5.6)

Accordingly, for the prediction of fouling, the deposition and removal rates have to be
predicted. The radius of fouling layer “reff” (Figure 5.5) which represents the extent of
deposition also increases with time. Thus, for the development of the new fouling model, it is
essential to determine “reff” as a function of deposition and removal rates.
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Kinetics of deposition process

The deposition of calcium sulphate on heat transfer surfaces can be expressed by the
following chemical reaction
Ca++ + SO4--

CaSO4

As indicated in Figure 5.6, the concentration of CaSO4 beneath the growing bubbles
increases during nucleate boiling conditions, due to the rapid evaporation of the microlayer.

Cb (bulk)
vapour bubble

Cbb (in microlayer)
C* (at surface)

surface

Fig. 5.6 Evaporation of microlayer beneath bubbles

Najibi (1997) reported that for nucleate pool boiling the deposition of CaSO4 is a second
order reaction rate due to the high level of turbulence created by the departure of the vapour
bubbles and the rapid evaporation beneath bubbles



2
m d  k r C   k r C bb  C *



2

(5.7)

where Cbb is the concentration of calcium sulphate beneath the bubbles and the C* is the
saturation concentration at the surface temperature. It was also found previously that most of
the deposited calcium sulphate during pool boiling was hemihydrate (Bartlett, 1995; Islam,
1972; Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 2004).

The saturation concentration C* of

calcium sulphate hemihydrate can be calculated for the surface temperature Ts using the
following equation (Smith, 1965).
 C* 
1414.9
  3.562 
log 10 
Ts / K
 g/L

(5.8)

where Ts is the surface temperature in Kelvin. The surface reaction rate constant “kr” in
Equation (5.7) is assumed to follow an Arrhenius relationship

k r  ko e

E

RTs

(5.9)
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where “ko” is the Arrhenius constant and “E” is the activation energy. Substituting Equation
(5.9) into Equation (5.7) yields
m d  ko e

E

RTs

C

bb

 C* 

2

(5.10)

“ko” and “E” can be determined from experimental data by calculating the initial fouling rate

dR f
dt

from the fouling curve. Then,

ln k r  ln k o 

E
RTs

(5.11)

By plotting ln(kr) versus 1/Ts, both the activation energy “E” and the coefficient “ko” can be
obtained.

5.2.1.1 Calculation of the concentration beneath bubbles “Cbb”

Vapour bubbles, as depicted in Figure (5.7), are assumed to be spherical with a radius “R”
that is generated during the evaporation of a microlayer with a thickness “δ”. The mass of
liquid “Mw1” (at bulk temperature) that exists in the microlayer control volume “ 2 R  2 R   ”
under the bubble can be calculated from
M w1  4 R 2  f

(5.12)

where “R” is the bubble radius, δ is the thickness of microlayer, and ρf is the density of the
liquid at saturation conditions.

2R
Bubble

δ

Microlayer

2R

2R
Fig. 5.7 Generated bubble and microlayer
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The mass of vapour Mv1 which evaporated from the microlayer to fill the bubble relates to
the mass in the spherical bubble thus:

4
M v1   R 3  g
3

(5.13)

where, ρg is the density of saturated vapour. By applying a mass balance, the mass of
saturated liquid Mw2 that remains in the microlayer after evaporation is
4
M w 2  M w1  M v  4 R 2 f   R 3  g
3

(5.14)

which gives the concentration ratio as:

  R  
Cb M w 2

 1    g
3     f
Cbb M w1






(5.15)

C 
Equation (5.15) predicts the concentration ratio  b  as a function of bubble radius R,
 C bb 

microlayer thickness δ and the densities of saturated liquid and vapour. For finned tubes,
spherical bubbles are mostly generated on the base of fins and develop in the space between
the fins (see Figure 4.21 in the previous chapter). The maximum diameter of the bubbles is
therefore assumed to be equal to the distance between each two fins (Westwater, 1973). For
plain tubes, the maximum diameter of the bubbles was found to be around 3 mm as reported
by Jamialahmadi et al. (1989). An average microlayer thickness δ of 2 µm was reported by
Moore and Mesler (1961), and Hospeti and Mesler (1965, 1969) for nucleate boiling of water
and radioactive calcium sulphate solutions with different heat fluxes. The liquid and vapour
densities ρf and ρg in Equation (5.15) are taken at saturation temperature, i.e. at Tb = 100oC in
which ρf = 960 kg/m3 and ρg = 0.6 kg/m3 .
Substituting with these values into Equation (5.15), Figure 5.8 shows the predicted
C 
concentration ratio  bb  for various bubble diameters. It is evident that the concentration
 Cb 

ratio increases with increasing bubble diameter “2R”. Referring to Figure 5.8, for a plain tube
(3mm bubble diameter), the concentration beneath bubbles Cbb is 1.9 times the bulk
concentration Cb. For 19 fpi finned tube (1mm bubble diameter), this value of Cbb reduced to
1.2 times Cb. However, this figure clearly highlights the effect of bubble diameter, i.e. fin
density on the concentration beneath bubbles.
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3

Concentration ratio (C bb /Cb )

2.5

plain tube
Cbb=1.9 Cb

2

1.5

19 fpi tube
Cbb=1.2 Cb

1

0.5

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Bubble diameter, mm

Fig. 5.8 Effect of bubble diameter on bulk concentration beneath bubble
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Fig. 5.9 Arrhenius dependence of reaction rate for CaSO4 formation at surface temperature
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Once the concentration beneath bubbles is calculated, then the reaction rate constant and
the activation energy can be calculated as well by plotting Equation (5.11) using the
Arrhenius relation shown in Figure 5.9.

5.2.1.2 Calculation of the deposit radius “reff”

For finned tubes with “N” fpi and a length of L, the cross-section of the deposited fouling
layer with an inside radius ri and an outside effective radius reff is schematically shown in
Figure 5.10.

reff

ri

Fig. 5.10 Deposit layer on the tube surface

Assuming a homogenous fouling layer, the deposit mass per unit area “m” can be written
as:

m

 (reff2  ri 2 ) L*  d
Ab*

(5.16)

where  d is the density of the deposit and L* is the effective deposition length which is
calculated as:
L*  L(1  N .s fin )

(5.17)

where sfin is the mean fin thickness. The effective base tube area Ab* is calculated based on the
effective deposition length L* as follows:
Ab*  2 reff L *

(5.18)
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As the deposit layer grows with time, so does the deposit radius reff thus:
R f (t )  reff (t )  ri

(5.19)

To predict the change of fouling resistance with time, it is necessary to calculate the variation
dreff

which can be rewritten as:

dt
dreff



dt

dm dreff
dt dm

(5.20)

The change in the deposited mass per unit area “dm” due to the change in the deposit
radius by “dreff” is
2 reff L*dreff  d

dm 

Ab*

(5.21)

thus
dreff



dm

Ab*
2 reff L*  d

(5.22)

And for the case of no removal rate
dm
 m d
dt

(5.23)

The case where removal rate is considered will be presented in section 5.2.2.2 on page 104.
Substituting Equations (5.22) and (5.23) into (5.20) yields:
dreff



dt

Ab*m d
2 reff L*  d

(5.24)

Which can be rearranged as:
2reff dreff 

reff

 2r

eff

ri

Ab*m d
dt
 L*  d

(5.25)

t

dreff

Ab* m d
 *
dt
0  L d

(5.26)
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Then

Ab* m d t
 L*  d

reff2  ri 
2

(5.27)

or

Ab* m d t
reff (t ) 
 ri 2
*
 L d

(5.28)

Equation (5.28) predicts the effective deposition radius reff as a function of time for the case of
no removal rate.

5.2.2

Prediction of fouling resistance

Once the deposit radius is predicted using Equation (5.28), the fouling resistance Rf can
also be calculated.

5.2.2.1 Case 1: no removal rate

Assuming constant values for deposit thermal conductivity kd and deposit density  d , the
fouling resistance caused by the deposited mass per unit area “m” can be written as a function
of time as:
R f (t ) 

m(t )
 d kd

(5.29)

Substituting with the value of “m” from Equation (5.16) in (5.29) gives rise to:

 L*  d (reff2 (t )  ri 2 )
R f (t ) 
2 reff L*  d k d

(5.30)

or
(reff2 (t )  ri )
2

R f (t ) 

(5.31)

2reff (t )k d

Substituting the value of (reff2  ri ) from (5.27) into (5.31) yields
2
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Ab* m d t
 L*  d
2k d

(5.32)

Ab* m d t
2
 ri
*
 L d

and finally
R f (t ) 

Ab* m d t
2k d  L  d
*

(5.33)

2
A m d t   L*  d ri
*
b

Equation (5.33) predicts the fouling resistance as a function of time assuming that no
removal rate occurs. In Equation (5.33) the values of thermal conductivity kd and density ρd
for the deposition of CaSO4 under nucleate pool boiling were taken as 2.23 W/mK and 2165
kg/m3, respectively as reported by Najibi et al. (1998) and Jamialahmadi and MüllerSteinhagen (2004). Referring to Figure 5.9, the values of activation energy E and the
Arrhenius constant ko that are used to calculate deposition rate m d are 112421.9 J/mol and
7.81010, respectively.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 compare the predicted fouling resistances with experimental results
for the plain tube with two different heat fluxes of 100 and 300 kW/m2, and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L. It can be seen from the figures that plain tube fouling resistances can
be predicted with a good agreement.
3.0E-04
data

R f , m 2 K/W

2.5E-04

model

2.0E-04
1.5E-04
1.0E-04
5.0E-05
0.0E+00
0

250

500

750

1000

1250

1500

time, min

Fig. 5.11 Comparison of experimental and predicted Rf values for plain copper tube, a heat
flux of 100 kW/m2 and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 concentration
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Fig. 5.12 Comparison of experimental and predicted Rf values for plain copper tube, 300
kW/m2 heat flux and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 concentration

Figure 5.13 compares the predicted fouling resistance according to Equation (5.33) with
experimental data for the 19 fpi copper tube at 100 kW/m2 heat flux and a CaSO4
concentration of 1.6 g/L. In addition, the fouling models published by Najibi et al. (1998) and
Behbahani et al. (2007), i.e. Equations (5.34) and (5.35), are also presented in the same figure
for the sake of comparison.

R (t )
f

Najibi

R (t )
f



Behbahani

m AB d t L d
1
.
2L d k d  L  r 2  m 
d h
AB d





*
rh  rh  k r CCaSo4 bb  CCaSO4
 ln 
kd 
rh


(5.34)

 
2




(5.35)

As expected, this figure shows that neither the present model nor the previous models can
predict the fouling resistance for the finned tube with satisfactory accuracy. The predicted
linear increase in fouling resistance is in obvious disagreement with the decreasing or
asymptotic behaviour of the measured data. The reason for this that the removal rate is
ignored in all these models which, however has a dominant effect on the low-fouling
behaviour of the finned tubes, as has been shown previously in Chapter 4. Hence, the effect of
removal rate must be taken into account for modelling of fouling on finned tubes.
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison between experimental and predicted fouling resistances for 19 fpi
copper tube, 300 kW/m2 heat flux and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 concentration

5.2.2.2 Case 2: calculation of removal rate

Assuming that the only effect of deposition is an additional thermal resistance, Kern and
Seaton (1959) proposed the following equation for the net rate of fouling:
m net 

dR f
dt

(  d k d )  m d  m r

(5.36)

According to Bohnet (1987), the removal rate m r is directly proportional to the shear
stress (τ) and inversely proportional to the shear strength (φ). Thus:
m r  k




(5.37)

Replacing shear stress (τ) with ½ fρlv2, where f is the friction factor and v is the fluid velocity
m r  k1

l v 2


(5.38)

The shear strength (φ) is assumed to be inversely proportional to the deposit thickness xf
m r  k2 l v 2 x f  k 2 l v 2 (reff  ri )

(5.39)
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For pool boiling heat transfer, the fluid velocity v can be replaced by the appropriate
Reynolds number Reb, which was defined in Chapter 2:
Re  k3

q
l h fg


g ( l   g )

 k 4 q

(5.40)

then:
m r  k5 l q 2 (reff  ri )

(5.41)

if most physical properties are lumped into constant “k5”.
Equation (5.43) predicts the removal rate m r as a function of heat flux q and effective
deposit radius reff . Substituting the value of m r from Equation (5.41) into Equation (5.36)
results in

dR f
dt

(  d k d )  m d  k5  l q 2 (reff  ro )

(5.42)

With
x f  (reff  ro ) and

xf
kd

 Rf

(5.43)

Then Equation (5.42) can be rearranged as
dR f
dt

(  d k d )  m d  k 5  l q 2 k d R f

(5.44)

Equation (5.44) can be rewritten as
(  d k d )dR f
 dt
(m d  k 5  l q 2 k d R f )

(5.45)

and after integration
t
(  d k d )dR f

0 (m d  k5 l q 2 k d R f ) 0 dt

Rf

Then

(5.46)
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 m d  k 5  l q 2 k d R f 
k5  l q 2
ln 
t

m d
d



(5.47)

which can be simplified to:

m d  k5 l q 2 kd R f  m d  e
k  q

 5 l
m d
1  e d
Rf 
2
k5  l q k d 


2

t



k 5  l q 2

d

t

(5.48)






(5.49)

Substituting the value of m d from Equation (5.10), then
E

Rf 

ko e

C



k  q
* 2 
 5 l
bb  C
1  e  d
2
k5  l q k d


RTs

2

t






(5.50)

Equation (5.50) predicts the fouling resistance as a function of time for finned tubes.
Figures 5.14 compares the predicted and measured fouling resistances for various heat fluxes
and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L, for copper finned tubes.
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Fig. 5.14 Comparison between measured and predicted fouling resistances for 19 fpi copper
tubes at different heat fluxes and 1.6 g/L CaSO4 concentration

It can bee seen from the figure that a reasonable agreement between predicted and
experimental results is achieved.
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Mathematical modelling of the performance of structured tubes under clean and
fouling conditions

For utilization of various finned tubes, not only the fouling resistance Rf but also the
thermal performance of the fins, i.e. thermal efficiency and temperature distributions, have to
be predicted. This is because undoubtedly when the fouling occurs and develops on finned
tubes it will also affect the thermal performance of the fins. In the following section, a
mathematical model is developed to study the performance of finned tubes under clean and
fouling conditions.

5.3.1

Mathematical development of the model

Figure 5.15 shows the shape of a simulated annular fin with all its geometrical parameters.
The assumptions made for the model are:
1. The analyzed fin is thin with a constant thermal conductivity, so that one-dimensional
radial heat conduction across the fin can be assumed.
2. The temperature at the fin base is uniform.
3. The temperature of the fin does not change with time unless it is prone to fouling.
4. An adiabatic fin tip, i.e., no heat losses from the tip.
5. The time step during modelling is very small so that the variation in the surface
temperature within this interval is negligible.
6. The boiling heat transfer coefficient, across the fin height, is not constant and it
depends upon the temperature difference ΔT.

ro
ri

Fin tip

Base surface

Fig. 5.15 Geometry of the simulated annular fin (Incropera and DeWitt, 2001)
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5.3.1.1 Formulation of the model

Considering the above-mentioned assumptions, the conservation of energy for the
simulated annular fin yields the following differential equation as a function of fin
temperature:
2 2
dT
d 2T
r

r (T  Tb )  0
r
2
dr k f s f
dr
2

(5.51)

or
2
d 2T 1 dT


(T  Tb )  0
2
dr
r dr k f s f

(5.52)

where:
kf

is the fin thermal conductivity, W/m.K

sf

is the mean fin thickness, m

T

the local fin temperature, K

Tb bulk temperature, K
α

average heat transfer coefficient (at the base), W/m2K

Equation (5.52) may be reformulated with non-dimensional groups as follows
X 

r  ri
ro  ri

then, dX(ro-ri) = dr

(5.53)

where ri is the inner diameter of the fin i.e. at the base, and ro is the fin outer diameter i.e. at
the fin tip



T  Tb
T fb  Tb

then dθ (Tfb-Tb) = dT

(5.54)

where Tfb is the fin temperature at the base i.e. at r = ri
The fin parameter mL can be defined as:
(mL) 2 

2 (ro  ri ) 2
kf sf

(5.55)

And the fin inner radius to the fin height ratio can be defined as:
B

ri
ro  ri

(5.56)
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Substituting in Equation (5.52) yields
1 d
d 2

 (mL) 2   0
2
X  B dX
dX

(5.57)

Equation (5.57) is the general equation for an annular fin under clean convective heat
transfer conditions. For constant heat flux, if fouling occurs on the finned tube the
temperature difference ΔT increases thus the average heat transfer coefficient decreases. The
fouling resistance Rf can be expressed in terms of clean and fouled heat transfer coefficients
as:

Rf 

1

f



1

c

(5.58)

where αc and αf are the clean and fouled heat transfer coefficients, respectively. Equation
(5.58) can be rearranged to predict the fouled heat transfer coefficient as follows:
Rf 

c   f
 c f

(5.59)

f 

c
1  cRf

(5.60)

Which can be written as:

f 

c
1  Bi f

(5.61)

where “Bif” is the fouling Biot number as
Bi f   c R f

(5.62)

which is a measure of the fouling level on a heat transfer surface. By substituting from
Equation (5.62) into (5.57) then
d 2
1 d (mL)c2


 0
dX 2 X  B dX 1  Bi f

(5.63)

where (mL)c is the clean fin parameter, i.e based on the clean heat transfer coefficient αc.
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The corresponding boundary conditions are shown in Figure 5.16,
at X=0

θ = θb = 1

At X=1

dθ/dX = 0

(adiabatic fin tip)

x

fin tip X=1
dθ/dX=0

fin base X=0
θ=1

Fig. 5.16 Boundary conditions for the simulated fin

Equation (5.63) with its boundary conditions is a general equation valid only for
convective heat transfer mode, in which the heat transfer coefficient does not change along
the fin height. For boiling heat transfer, the temperature gradient along the fin leads to a
change of the heat transfer coefficient in X-direction. The boiling heat transfer coefficient αfin
along the fin is a function of the local fin superheat according to the following equation (Lai
and Hsu, 1967; Liaw and Yeh, 1994):

 fin   b n

(5.64)

where αb is the heat transfer coefficient at the fin base. The values for “n” depend on the
boiling mode and changes between 0, 2, and -0.25 for convective, nucleate and film boiling
respectively (Chowdhury and Hashim, 2006). For nucleate pool boiling with n =2, Equation
(5.63) can be written as
d 2
1 d (mL)c2 3


 0
dX 2 X  B dX 1  Bi f

(5.65)

Equation (5.65) is the general equation for the annular fin under nucleate boiling conditions.

5.3.1.2 Solution procedures

Equation (5.65) is a nonlinear and second order ordinary differential equation (ODE)
which cannot be solved analytically. However, Equations (5.63) (for convective heat transfer)
and (5.65) (for nucleate boiling heat transfer) can be solved numerically for the above
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boundary conditions using the “Runge-Kutta” method, by transferring the second order ODEs
to a set of first order ODEs as follows:
d
Y
dX

(5.66)

1
(mL)c2 m
dY

 0
Y
1  Bi f
dX X  B

(5.67)

If

then

at X=0

θ = θb = 1

at X=1

dθ/dX = Y = 0

(adiabatic fin tip)

The first order ODEs (5.66) and (5.67) can be solved simultaneously for the above
boundary conditions to find the temperature distribution θ(X) along the fin. A computer
program was written to solve these equations numerically using a backward Runge-Kutta
method together with the Newton-Raphson iteration method to predict the initial condition at
the fin base.

5.3.2

Fin efficiency calculation

An important parameter for the fin thermal performance is the fin efficiency ηfin which is
the ratio between the actual fin heat transfer rate qfin and the maximum fin heat transfer rate
qmax which can be defined as:

 fin 

q fin

(5.68)

qmax

where
q fin   kAc

dT
|r r
dr i

(5.69)

Referring to Figure 5.15, the fin cross-sectional area Ac at the fin base can be calculated as:
Ac  2 ri s f
and

(5.70)
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T  Tb d
dT
|r ri  fb
| x 0
dr
ro  ri dX

(5.71)

Therefore,
q fin  

2 ri s f k f

(T fb  Tb )

ro  ri

d
| x 0
dX

(5.72)

The maximum fin heat transfer rate can be defined as:
qmax  A fin (T fb  Tb )

(5.73)

in which, the outside fin surface area Afin is calculated as
A fin  2 (ro2  ri 2 )

(5.74)

ignoring the area at the fin tip. Therefore,
qmax  2  (ro2  ri 2 )(T fb  Tb )

(5.75)

Then

 fin 

 sf kf
d
2 ri

| x 0 
2
2 
2 (ro  ri )(r  ri ) dX
(ro  ri )(ro  ri )  2
2 ri s f k f

2
o

2

 d

| x 0
 dX

(5.76)

which leads to:

 fin 

2 ri
d
| x 0
(mL) (ro  ri ) dX

(5.77)

2

Equation

(5.77)

can

be

applied

to

define

the

clean

and

fouled

efficiencies ( fin ) c and ( fin ) f as follows:

( fin ) c 

2 ri
 d

| x 0 

(mL) (ro  ri )  dX
c
2
c

( fin ) f  (1  Bi f )

2 ri

 d
| x 0 

2
(mL) c (ro  ri )  dX
f

(5.78)

(5.79)

fin
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where the subscripts c and f refer to clean and fouled conditions, respectively. The efficiency
ratio

( fin ) f
( fin ) c

can be calculated by:


 d
| x 0 

( fin ) f
f
 dX
 (1   c R f )
( fin ) c

 d
| x 0 

c
 dX
The values of θ and

(5.80)

d
| x 0 for clean and fouling conditions are obtained from the output
dX

of the developed computer program to calculate the efficiency ratio. The Q-Basic computer
program is listed in Appendix D.

5.3.3

Modelling results

Referring to Equation (5.67), which is the general equation of the numerical model, the
main non-dimensional input parameters are:
1. The index “m” which defines the mode of heat transfer i.e. m=1 for convective boiling
and m=3 for nucleate boiling.
2. The fin parameter “mL” defines the effect of geometrical and thermo-physical
parameters such as height, thickness, and thermal conductivity of the fin. The term
“mL” is determined when the fin is still clean, i.e. using a non-fouling heat transfer
coefficient.
3. “Bif”, which defines the level of fouling on the fin. If Bif = 0, this means clean
condition.
Accordingly, the main outputs of the model are:
1. the clean and fouled temperature distribution along the fin θ(x)
2. the clean and fouled thermal efficiencies of the fin ηc, ηf
3. the efficiency ratio

( fin ) f
( fin ) c

5.3.3.1 Validation of the model

The analytical solution of the temperature distribution and fin efficiency for clean
convective heat transfer was given by Incropera and DeWitt (2001) and Mills (1999) as
follows:
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I (mr ) K1 (mro )  K o (mr ) I1 (mro )

 o
 b I o (mri ) K1 (mro )  K o (mri ) I1 (mro )

f 

(5.81)

2ri
I (mr ) K (mr )  K1 (mro ) I1 (mri )
 1 o 1 i
2
2
m(ro  ri ) I1 (mro ) K o (mri )  K1 (mro ) I o (mri )

(5.82)

To check the validity of the present numerical model, the numerical results for
temperature distribution and fin efficiency for clean convective heat transfer from fins with
different values of clean mL were compared with the corresponding analytical solutions.
These comparisons for temperature distribution along the fin and fin efficiency are shown in
Figures 5.17 and 5.18, respectively. It is obvious that the outputs of the numerical model are

Non-dimensional normalized temperature,b

in close agreement with the analytical solutions for all values of fin parameter mL.

numerical model
analytical solution
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Fig. 5.17 Comparison between numerical and analytical solutions for fin temperature
distribution for convective heat transfer
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Fig. 5.18 Comparison between numerical and analytical solutions for fin efficiency for
convective heat transfer

5.3.3.2 Effect of fouling on the performance of fins during nucleate boiling

The effect of fouling on the temperature distribution and the fin efficiency for nucleate pool
boiling conditions are analyzed for different values of “Bif” starting from clean conditions (Bif
= 0) up to a severe level of fouling (Bif = 4).

5.3.3.2.1 Temperature distribution

The temperature distribution in a clean fin and its variation due to fouling for nucleate
pool boiling is shown in Figure 5.19 for two different fin parameters mL of 1 and 3. For clean
and fouled conditions, increasing the fin parameter mL leads to a decreasing temperature
distribution. This clearly highlights the effect of fin height and fin thickness as well as fin
thermal conductivity on its performance during boiling.
As the deposit begins to grow on the fin sides and base, the base temperature of the fin
increases, resulting in higher temperatures at the surface of the fins. As seen in Figure 5.19,
the rise in temperature of the fin is higher towards the tip for all configurations. Hence, the
presence of fouling increases the fin temperature and also affects the temperature profile
along the fins.

Non-dimensional normalized temperature,b
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Fig. 5.19 Effect of fouling on fin temperature distribution during nucleate pool boiling

5.3.3.2.2 Fin efficiency

Figure 5.20 shows the effect of fouling on the efficiency of fins for different fin
parameters. As a general trend, by increasing the fin parameter “mL” the fin efficiency
decreases. This efficiency trend as a function of “mL” is the reason for the limited use of
medium- and high-finned tubes in boiling application, as already indicated in Chapter 2.
Under fouling conditions, the efficiency of the fins is increased as indicated in figure 5.20,
for all levels of fouling and “mL”. Referring to Equation (5.55) which defines the fin
parameter “mL”, it is clear that the fouled fin parameter (mL)f is always less than the clean
one (mL)c, from which it follows that the fouled fin efficiency is greater than the clean one.
This is due to
1. increased temperature uniformity in the fin in the event of fouling;
2. larger driving temperature difference between fin surface temperature and bulk
temperature, and therefore increased contribution of fins to the total heat transfer.
The efficiency ratio of the fouled to the clean fin for different fin parameters as a function
of non-dimensional time is shown in Figure 5.21. The efficiency ratio is always higher than
unity for all values of “mL” at any time.
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Fig. 5.20 Effect of fouling on fin efficiency during nucleate pool boiling
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Fig. 5.21 Fouled to clean fin efficiency ratio versus non-dimensional time for different clean
fin parameters during nucleate pool boiling
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

Conclusions

The present study aimed at investigating crystallisation fouling of structured surfaces
during pool boiling heat transfer. The structured surfaces included low finned tubes with
various fin densities and heights and re-entrant cavity (Turbo-B) tubes. Plain tubes have also
been investigated for the sake of comparison. A comprehensive set of experiments was
conducted for heat fluxes ranging from 50 to 300 kW/m2 and CaSO4 concentrations of 1.2 and
1.6 g/L. The theoretical part of the present study included the development of a new
correlation for the prediction of i) clean heat transfer coefficients; ii) fouling on finned tubes
as well as iii) fin efficiency during pool boiling. From the experimental and theoretical
studies, the following conclusions can be drawn:


Fouling resistances of the finned tubes demonstrated distinctively different characteristics
compared to those of plain tubes. Generally, lower and asymptotic fouling resistances
were found for the finned tubes and higher and linearly progressing fouling resistances for
the plain tubes. These trends were consistent regardless of the investigated heat flux and
CaSO4 concentration.



For plain tubes, the increase in heat flux always resulted in higher fouling resistances. For
the investigated finned tubes, the fouling resistance decreased sharply when the heat flux
increased from 200 to 300 kW/m2. The higher degree of turbulence created by the
ascending bubbles between fins reduced surface temperature, bubble dynamics and
different thermal expansion of fins and deposit can be accounted for this phenomenon.



A thorough comparison of all plain and finned tubes confirmed the undisputable
superiority of finned over plain tubes. For the finned tubes, up to 95% reduction in fouling
resistance was observed compared to the plain stainless steel tube, for high heat fluxes of
200 and 300 kW/m2 and a CaSO4 concentration of 1.6 g/L. For low heat fluxes of 100
kW/m2 or below, the fouling resistance for the finned tubes remained around zero for the
range of investigated CaSO4 concentrations.



Overall the scale formation that occurred on the finned tubes was only a thin,
inhomogeneous crystalline layer which could be easily removed. This differs significantly
from the plain tube where a thick, homogenous layer of deposit with strong adhesion was
found. The very large number of bubbles departing from the sides and bottom of the
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finned tubes generated a higher level of turbulence which in turn enhanced the lowfouling behaviour of the finned tubes, especially at high heat fluxes.


The surface material has also a strong effect on the deposition process. For the finned CuNi tubes, the experimental results showed a significant reduction in fouling resistance by
up to 97% and 77% compared to the finned Cu tubes at 100 and 300 kW/m2, respectively.
In addition, for finned Cu-Ni tubes, deposition occurred only on the base area between
fins for all heat fluxes. Contrariwise it occurred for finned Cu tubes also on the fin sides,
even at low heat flux of 100 kW/m2. The lower fouling behaviour of the finned Cu-Ni
tubes as compared to Cu tubes is related to their lower thermal conductivity and lower
surface energy, through their influence on the fin surface temperature and deposits
adhesion, respectively.



The geometry of finned tubes i.e. fin density and height has only negligible impact on
clean boiling heat transfer, but showed substantial influence when fouling occurred. The
higher the fin density and height, the lower the observed fouling resistance.



The re-entrant cavity Turbo-B tube type indisputably showed the best performance in
terms of fouling resistance and relative drop in heat transfer coefficient from all
investigated tubes. A reduction of 83% and 27% in fouling resistance was found
compared to the 19 and the 40 fpi tubes, respectively.



The shape and structure of fouling deposits on the Turbo-B tube was totally different to
those for finned and plain tubes. For the Turbo-B tube, only fine deposits occurred on the
outside surface of the tube, without any deposition inside the cavity itself. The finned
tubes showed ring–shaped fouling layers which occurred generally on the base between
the fins and sometimes also on the fin sides. For plain tubes, very dense, thick and
uniform fouling layers established all over the tube.



The experimental findings were later utilized to develop a model for CaSO4 deposition on
structured tubes. In this model, the microlayer supersaturation underneath the bubbles was
predicted as a function of geometry for the various tubes. The predicted fouling
resistances from the model were compared with the experimental data, and acceptable
quantitative as well as qualitative (trends) agreement was obtained.



A separate numerical model was developed to determine the effect of fouling on the
thermal performance of finned tubes i.e. fin temperature profile and thermal efficiency. It
was found that in the event of fouling the thermal efficiency of the fin increases. This was
explained by the fact that fouling improved the temperature uniformity in the fin.
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Recommendations for future work

During this study, only two types of structured surfaces i.e. low finned and re-entrant
cavity tube types were investigated. Considering the overall positive performance of
structured tubes, it is recommended to investigate “porous layer” tubes, as well



The experimental results showed that surfaces with lower surface energy are prone to less
fouling. Accordingly, if present technologies, i.e. ion implantation and sputtering, allow to
coat some of the structured tubes, then attempts should be made to use these techniques to
produce tubes with ultra-low fouling tendency. This must be investigated in rigorous
laboratory experimentation.



As surface material showed a decisive influence on fouling propensity, more structured
surfaces with different materials have to be investigated.



The fouling model proposed in this study for structured surfaces has to be developed
further to include parameters such as surface material.



Another interesting field of research in this respect are other foulants such as mixed salts
and organic solutions to widen the applicability of structured tubes to other industrial
applications identified in Table 1.



Finally, it would be of prime importance for the sake of industrial applications to perform
fouling experiments for structured tube bundles.
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APPENDIX A
Detailed Experimental Procedure
1. Preparation of pool boiling test rig


Check all components of the test rig (vacuum pump, band heater, preheater, 3
power supplies, and data acquisition system) to make sure they are all
connected.



Check that thermocouples, voltage, and current cables are connected to the
data acquisition cards as per the following arrangement

Channel

Input Data Function

101

Test heater E type thermocouple number 1

102

Test heater E type thermocouple number 2

103

Test heater E type thermocouple number 3

104

Condensate water inlet to the tank K type thermocouple

105

Pool bulk temperature E type thermocouple

106

Finned tube wall K type thermocouple (top side)

107

Finned tube wall K type thermocouple (left side)

108

Finned tube wall K type thermocouple (right side)

109

Finned tube wall K type thermocouple (bottom side)

110

Pressure transducer

120

Test heater AC voltage

121

Test heater AC current

 Check that the two set thermocouples (one for the jacket heater and the other
for the test heater) are connected to the temperature controller of the power
supplies.
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2. Start-up check list

1

Computer and data
acquisition system

2

Vacuum Pump

3

5

Sample line valve
(open)
Sample line valve
(close)
Band heater

6

Test heater

7
8
9
10

Band heater
Condenser
Preheater
Condenser+Preheater
(Equilibrium)

11

Results

4

 Switch on the computer
 Switch on the 34970A instrument
 Load and run the data acquisition program
 Switch on the vacuum pump and leave it to draw a partial
vacuum for the test rig
 After approximately 1 hour the test rig vacuum reaches its
desired value. Then switch the vacuum pump off and close
the vacuum pump valve.
 Introduce the test solution inside the vessel by means of
vacuum using the flexible sample line.
 Close the inlet line valve after the filling stops
(approximately at a level 30mm below the vessel roof)
 Switch on the test rig band heater to preheat the test rig and
distilled water to the saturation temperature of
approximately 100oC
 Adjust the input power to the band heater at 900 W
 After approximately 3 hours the system reaches the
saturation temperature
 Switch on the test heater and adjust the required input power
 Reduce the band heater input power to the value of 600 W
 Open the condenser cooling water inlet valve
 Switch on the preheater to a certain power position
 According to the condensate, and the bulk temperatures
reading from the computer monitor, adjust the preheater
inlet power and the condenser inlet cooling water
 Take the results from the computer and the data acquisition
program

3. Shutdown Check list

1
2
3
4
5

Program
Test heater
Band heater
Preheater
Condenser







Stop data acquisition program
Switch off the test heater and its power supply
Switch off the test rig band heater and its power supply
Switch off the condensate preheater and its power supply
Close the cooling water inlet valve
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APPENDIX B
Measurement of CaSO4 Concentration
The

concentration

of

calcium

sulphate

was

determined

by

a

complexometric

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) titration. EDTA forms stable 1:1 complexes with
alkaline earth metal ions at pH=10, i.e. 1mol Ca2+ bonds 1mol EDTA. An ammonia buffer
solution is used to achieve a pH value of 10. At the presence of magnesium, first the calciumEDTA then the magnesium-EDTA-complex are formed. For detecting the end of titration, a
metal ion indicator as eriochrome black T (EBT) is required, which builds a wine-red
calcium-indicator-complex. During titration the indicator is replaced by EDTA and a stable
calcium-EDTA-complex is formed. Thus, the blue coloured free indicator serves for
determination of the equivalence point.
The experimental procedure for the titration method is the following:


Take 10ml of CaSO4 test solution in a beaker



Add 3ml of ammonia buffer solution 10



Add 3ml of magnesium sulphate solution



add 4-5 drops of eriochrome black T



start titration with EDTA until equivalence point, i.e. color change from wine-red to blue,
is reached

Due to the 1:1 complex built, the CaSO4 concentration of the test solution can then be
calculated from the following equation:

C CaSO4 

V

EDTA



 VMgSO4  0.01
VCaSO 4

 M CaSO4

(B.1)
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APPENDIX C
Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty of the measured quantities is a combination of a bias and a precision error.
The bias error B is due to systematic error of the measuring devices. The precisions error
depends on the instability of the fouling process due to deposition and removal processes with
time. Depending on confidence value, the total uncertainty is either the arithmetic or the
quadratic sum of the bias and precision errors as follows.

99% confidence

U  BP

(C.1)

95% confidence

U  ( B ²  P ²)1 / 2

(C.2)

The bias errors of a measured quantity Y and Y  f ( X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ,..., X N ) can be calculated by
the following equation:

2
 N  Y
 
BY   
B X i  
 i 1  X i
 

1/ 2

(C.3)

The precision error of any individual independent variable, Xi, is determined as the standard
deviation of the mean of a set of N observations.





1/ 2

2 
 M
  Xi  Xi 

PYi   i 1
 M M  1 





(C.4)

The total precision error can be calculated as:
2
 N  Y
 
PY   
PX i  
 i 1  X i
 

1/ 2

(C.5)

Since R f  f (Ts , Ts 0 , q ) and   f (Ts , Tb , q ) , uncertainty of the fouling resistance and of the
transfer coefficient depend on the bias and precision errors the temperature and heat flux
measurements as shown in Figure C.1.
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R f  f q , Ts , Tso 

Bias error (B)

Precision error (P)

 R f


Bq 
 q


2

 R f


 T BTs 
 s


2

 R f


BTso 
 Tso



 R f

Pq 

 q

2


 R f

PTs 

 Ts

2

 R f



P
Tso
 T

 so




U 0.95  B 2  P 2



1/ 2

Fig. C.1 Flowchart of uncertainty calculation for a fouling run.
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APPENDIX D
Computer Program to Calculate thermal Performance of Finned tubes
under Clean and Fouling Conditions
Software: QBasic
Version: 4.5
***************************************************************************
Mathematical Modelling of Finned Tube under Clean and fouling Boiling Conditions
By
Mohamed Esawy
**************************************************************************
DIM C(100), x(100), Z(700, 20),x1(1100,20),x2(1100,20),t(1100),ml(20),eff(20)
DIM a(100, 100), f(700, 20), S(700, 20)
CLS
Format1$="#.###"
Format2$="##.######"
Data mL0.5.txt,mL1.txt,mL1.5.txt,mL2.txt,mL2.5.txt,mL3.txt,mL3.5.txt,mL4.txt,
REM "RUNG--KUTA"
77 INPUT "what is the mode of HT 1 for convective 3 for boiling"; m
INPUT "what is the radius ratio r2/r1";rr
B=1/(rr-1)
PRINT "****************************************************************************"
PRINT "Now is checking for the INPUT values"
if m=3 then PRINT"Boiling HT" Else PRINT "Convective HT"
PRINT "ml=",ml
PRINT "Bio=", Bio
PRINT "r2/r1=",rr
PRINT "Then B=",B
PRINT "If the values is right please press OK to continu, if not press No to change it"
INPUT values$
If values$="No" then PRINT "the values is not right":goto 77
For Bio=0 to 4
num=1
n=2
For ml=0.5 to 4 step .5
ml(num)=ml
rem read filename$
rem open filename$ for output as #1
If ml>2 and Bio=0 and m=1 then coff=0.1:goto 550
coff=1
550 rem PRINT "the number of variablesis :"; n
PRINT "ml=";ml;" m=";m;" Bio=";Bio;" coff=";coff
rem PRINT#1, "ml=";ml;" m=";m;" Bio=";Bio;" coff=";coff
rem PRINT
rem INPUT "begin value X0:"; X0
rem INPUT "final value Xf:"; Xf
X0=1
Xf=0
'FOR i = 1 TO n
'PRINT "Y"; i; "value at X0"
'INPUT x(i)
'NEXT i
x(1)=.1*coff
xt=x(1)
22 h=-.001
x(2)=0
t = X0
'PRINT
600 t =X0
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700 FOR i = 1 TO n
Z(0, i) = x(i)
NEXT i
FOR j = 1 TO 4
f(1, j) = x(2)
f(2, j) =ml^2/(1+Bio)*x(1)^m-x(2)/(t+B)
S(1, j) = h * f(1, j)
S(2, j) = h * f(2, j)
IF j = 4 GOTO 2000
IF j = 3 GOTO 1000
FOR i = 1 TO n
x(i) = Z(0, i) + .5 * S(i, j)
NEXT i
GOTO 2000
1000 FOR i = 1 TO n
x(i) = Z(0, i) + S(i, j)
NEXT i
2000 NEXT j
t=t+h
FOR i = 1 TO n
Z(t, i) = Z(0, i) +(1 / 6) * (S(i, 1) + 2 * S(i, 2) + 2 * S(i, 3) + S(i, 4))
x(i) = Z(t, i)
NEXT i
500 IF t <=.001 GOTO 6666
GOTO 700
6666 if x(1)>=1 goto 666
Xt =xt+.01*coff
x(1)=xt
goto 22
666 Gosub [PRINTing]
PRINT "the final value is", x(2)
PRINT “ Thermal Effecincy Calculation”
eff=2*(1+Bio)/((rr+1)*ml^2)*x(2)*-1
eff(num)=eff
rem PRINT #1, "eff="; eff
rem close #1
num=num+1
Next ml
file1$="Boiling with all mL"
file2$=using ("#",Bio)+".txt"
file$=file1$+file2$
Open file$ for output as #5
For count1=0 to count
PRINT #5, using(format1$, t(count1));"
";
For num1=1 to num-1
PRINT #5, using(format2$,x1(count1,num1));"
";
Next num1
PRINT#5,""
Next count1
For num2=1 to num-1
PRINT #5, using ("#.#",ml(num2));"
";using ("#.###",eff(num2))
Next num2
Close #5
Next Bio
End
[Sub PRINTING]
count=0
X0=1
Xf=0
x(1)=xt
h=-.001
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x(2)=0
t = X0
7000 FOR i = 1 TO n
Z(0, i) = x(i)
NEXT i
FOR j = 1 TO 4
f(1, j) = x(2)
f(2, j) =ml^2/(1+Bio)*x(1)^m-x(2)/(t+B)
S(1, j) = h * f(1, j)
S(2, j) = h * f(2, j)
IF j = 4 GOTO 20000
IF j = 3 GOTO 10000
FOR i = 1 TO n
x(i) = Z(0, i) + .5 * S(i, j)
NEXT i
GOTO 20000
10000 FOR i = 1 TO n
x(i) = Z(0, i) + S(i, j)
NEXT i
20000 NEXT j
t=t+h
t(count)=t
FOR i = 1 TO n
Z(t, i) = Z(0, i) +(1 / 6) * (S(i, 1) + 2 * S(i, 2) + 2 * S(i, 3) + S(i, 4))
x(i) = Z(t, i)
NEXT i
x1(count,num)=x(1)
x2(count,num)=x(2)
rem PRINT#1, t;"
";"
";x(1);"
";x(2);"
rem PRINT#1, "the final value is";x(2)
if t<=0.001 then return
count=count+1
Goto 7000
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